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- - 1 - -

Walking out the scaffolding beneath the overpass, Jim
Hannifan felt the dust settle around him like the residue of
an ancient servility.

He had worked all day to produce the

dust, grinding the surface overhead where concrete had
leaked through the forms.

The dust had swirled in the

narrow bays between the beams and descended on his shoulders
and caked his respirator to where he could barely breathe.
Not until he had ducked under the outside beam where the
scaffolding hung from the bridge deck, did he dare to remove
it.
He paused a moment to look up the valley.

A river ran

down from the mountains through folds of willows, and
shadows reached out from the willows onto fields of hay.
Where the closest field pushed up against the frontage road,
stood a sagging log building which had once been a stage
station.

As a child, he had held his father's hand on the

rotting front porch and looked through the doorway into the
empty front room.

He remembered the grey walls of logs

smeared white with pigeon droppings and the light streaming
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through a large gap where the second floor had caved in, and
how there were no stairs leading up from the first.

That's

why it seemed strange now to see a figure framed in an
upstairs window, dark and silhouetted against the sky of a
window in the rear—so strange that he thought it was only
the air at first, until he realized he was not breathing and
that whatever it was could only be seen at the precise level
and angle where he was standing.

He felt the scaffolding

sway beneath his feet and his body weaken with fear, and he
became justly convinced he was looking at a ghost.

He

grabbed the handrail to steady himself.
Perhaps it is only my imagination of one, he thought,
and I should be glad that I wish it to be him, or else why
would it be?

My father, arms spread like a clock . . or

no . . In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost . .No!
I will not start that again.
He inhaled deeply and the image faded but the presence
echoed from the window like waves from a rock dropped in
water.

Behind him, he heard Natty Evans cough as he ducked

under the beam.
"Lay off time," said Natty.

He came up on his shoulder

and lit a cigarette. Jim released his grip on the handrail
and tried to steady his voice as he spoke.
"I was just thinking it was a good day for it," he
said.
"Well, I was looking for a job when I found this one,"
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said Natty, "so piss on 'em.

If they wanna fire me, get it

over with."
Natty was a boomer, a smallish man, several years older
than he, and Jim knew the contention in his voice was merely
a frustration of having no control over his life, being at
the mercy of an employer who could relieve him without a
moment's notice yet deny him unemployment benefits if he
quit a day early.

He followed Natty up the ladder to the

bridge deck where the superintendent met them with the
customary two paychecks which came with a layoff.
"You can't fire me, I quit," said Natty, as he took his
checks from the the startled superintendent.
Jim took his pay, and ducked away quickly before the
superintendent could ask him if he was going back to
teaching school.

He followed Natty into the lunch shack

where they shook hands and departed, promising they would be
partners again somewhere down the road.

Jim continued

across the parking lot, his lunch bucket tucked beneath one
arm like a football and the other swinging freely at his
side, feeling an uncertainty about the future which for the
moment seemed like freedom.
When he reached his car, he plunked the bucket down on
the seat beside him, looked over his checks and and saw that
he'd cleared nearly eight hundred dollars in two weeks,
almost what he made in a month as a teacher.

Behind him,
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clouds of dust rolled up from departing construction work
ers.

In the closeness of his car and the chorus of engines

surrounding him, he heard the distinct voice of his father.
"What are you doing with that bucket of ignorance?"
"Making an honest living," said Jim.

"What were you doing

in that stage station?"
There was no answer.
"And I have taken care of Mother" he said, "and I have
a clean conscience.

Isn't that what you said was impor

tant?"
Again, there was no reply.
pulled out of the parking lot.

Jim started his car and
Perhaps I have to answer all

the questions, he thought.
He drove beneath the overpass and the suspended
scaffolding where he'd stood moments before and headed up
the exit ramp to the unfinished Interstate, glancing a
moment at the rotting north face of the stage station, then
ahead to where the roadbed cut beneath an old cemetary on
the hill.

Two weeks earlier, a crew of archaeologists from

the Montana Department of Highways had dug up the remains of
the unmarked graves for reburial elsewhere.
to be left alone, he thought.

The dead wish

Perhaps what I saw was one of

them.
He headed south, past the former graves and across a
marsh, then up the long earth fill cut out of the sides of
Bison Canyon.

To the left, he saw the old highway winding
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above the cut before disappearing around a large bouldered
hill which blocked the canyon at its center.

A huge D-10

Caterpillar and its operator were working overtime, leveling
the hill to make way for the northbound lane of Interstate.
The creek which once cascaded gracefully around the hill
into the canyon had been diverted through a culvert under
the new roadbed.

The work of a contractor's scalpel.

Jim

pictured an elderly couple in a car, a Triple A sticker on
the bumper, passing a sign which read, "Nature Bypass No.
320 ahead.

No parking or loitering allowed."

The grade flattened out and he was flagged to a stop.
Sinking down in his seat and removing his hard hat, he
cushioned his head against the seat back and picked up The
Montana Standard he had bought that morning in Butte.

Be

neath the date, May 8, 1985, it was noted that today was the
40th anniversary of Victory in Europe Day.

He dropped the

paper and focused his eyes on the forest where it rose
above the highway some hundred yards distant.

Smoke rose

from a pile of slash where the northbound lane had cut into
the hillside, and beyond the smoke he could see the log
stumps of the old tables of the former Elk Park picnic
grounds.

His eyes grew heavy and pulled the stumps in with

them as they closed.
"Shasta" he heard a voice say.
"Yes?" replied Jim.
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"Shasta," he heard again, and this time he wasn't sure
if it was his father or mother who spoke.

But the word

pulled him into a familiar reverie and it was his mother's
voice that continued.
"Remember, Bill, it was V.E. Day and when we heard the
news, we took Ailene's car and headed up to Elk Park--she
called the car Shasta, Jimmy . ."
"Why?"
"Shehasta have gas," said his father.
"Anyway, the two of us pooled our gas coupons with
Ailene Murry and her mother--you see you had to have coupons
to get gasoline during the war--and we drove up to Elk Park
and had a picnic.

It was before you were born.

I was eight

months pregnant with Gerald, and the road wasn't as good
then.

It rose right out of Meaderville and«climbed the hill

into Elk Park and the picnic grounds at the far end in those
trees by the highway and there was a little brook beneath.
It was a beautiful day and Ailene had made pasties and we
wrapped them in foil and heated them over the grill and had
a wonderful time."
He tried to imagine how she looked then, still young,
touching her stomach perhaps as they rose out of Butte along
the barren hillside, looking down on the tree sheltered
oasis of Columbia Gardens where they had been married, his
mother filled with Gerald and all of them filled with the
giddiness of victory.

He imagined the car swaying around
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the corner above the old Great Northern Ice pond and how the
forces of geology that shaped the land swelled up through
the floorboard and rocked Gerald in his womb. A horn beeped
behind him and he opened his eyes and resumed his journey,
musing how it might have been the wheel that brought man out
of the stone age, but scientists would look back one day and
marvel that the happiest of their ancestors was that later
generation known as Pre-Interstate Man.
He knew his father had once walked into Butte, along
this same path, coming over Sheepshead Mountain in the West
from the claim he and Doc Kiley worked up Moran Gulch,
walked fifteen miles one June evening just to make it to a
dance at Columbia Gardens.

The claim, though it hadn't paid

out in silver as richly as its partners desired, had pro
vided a temporary livelihood when the copper mines in Butte
had shut down in the 20's.

It was the one time his father

had escaped the grip of those mines, the damp, heat reeking
shafts of dust and disease and the grip of the company which
owned them.
They had stopped along Many Lake, his father had told
him, and taken a swim, and did the trip in just under three
hours, coming into Elk Park at dusk, the sky turning orange
behind them, and their legs growing light as they dropped
over the Continental Divide into Butte.
Jim looked at his watch.

Five o'clock.

It was three
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hours till dusk, but as he passed over the Divide past the
sign marking the elevation at 6368 feet and saw Butte unfol
ding beneath him, he imagined the street lights flickerering
off the avenues in the West that night 60 years earlier, the
colors pulsing from the carousel in the Gardens directly
beneath, and music floating upward into the convection of
night.
The Gardens were gone, long since dug up by the
Company's failed East Pit which now lay like an open wound
beside the long inclined plane he descended into Butte.
was all memory now and it was not enough.

It

He turned onto

Harrison Avenue and headed home and hit a pothole as he
rounded the corner on Arizona which caused the "bucket of
ignorance" his father had carried in and out of the mines
each day to rattle a moment beside him.

He found some

comfort in the fact it was clean and free of the dust which
hung on his shirt sleeves.
"You fought a war, at least. " he heard his father say
from a plane of conscience he was unfamiliar with.
"Yes, but so did you," replied Jim, "and I will not let
you forget it."
And then, he pulled into the New Deal Tavern to have a
drink on his old man's spirit.
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- - 2—

Jim Hannifan woke to the sound of his mother pushing
their hand operated lawn mower beneath his window.

He heard

the blades churning through the grass and pictured the
clippings flying against his mother's pale legs.

She had

nice legs even at the age of 65 and he thought now as he
often did that his father had married her for her legs, that
and all the other things that made life a little more
pleasant for an underground miner in Butte, Montana.
It was the last day of May.

He'd been drinking the

past three weeks, not from boredom, but an ancestral urge to
lighten all things heavy in life and give weight to the
things lacking.

He thought his father could probably under

stand that, but he wasn't sure how his father would feel
about the night before.

He had thought first that throwing

the vacuum cleaner salesman out was merely fulfilling his
promise to take care of his mother.
Possessing a generous heart, his mother was prone to
treating beggars and salesmen with equal kindness, not real
izing that of the two, the former was more easily appeased.
When Jim came home late for dinner, and found the vacuum
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salesman fast-selling his mother a $350.00 upright complete
with rug shampooer, he felt immediately threatened.

He was

low on funds and self esteem; a good share of the money from
the bridge job had gone to his drinking and the Spring horse
races in Helena, and he felt a miserly regard, though unjus
tifiably so, for the income of his mother.

From the hall

way, he could hear her talking in the living room.
"I appreciate you coming by, Mr Bailey, but I'm really
quite happy with my old Kirby.

It does a fine job and I

can't really afford a new vacuum cleaner anyway."
"Well, the Kirby is an excellent product, Mrs.
Hannifan, I won't argue on that, but I wouldn't call it a
vacuum cleaner.
V-7 can do.

Here, let me show you what the Electrolux

Now if you don't mind, I'll empty the bag here

on the couch."
"Please don't . . "
Jim knew he'd have to wait until the man vacuumed up
his own mess.

That was the worst part.

When the powerful

whirring of the vacuum cleaner finally subsided, he walked
into the living room and tapped the shoulder of the unsus
pecting salesman.
"That's impressive, Mr. Bailey," he said, with as much
civility as he could muster.

"That's very impressive, but

what we really need here is a vacuum cleaner that will suck
up vacuum cleaner salesmen.
"Jim!" his mother said.

Do you have such a product?
She was as startled as the
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salesman, whose mouth was open but speechless.

Jim's voice

was tremulous and full of suppressed hostility as he
continued.
"Because if you don't have one, and if you don't
leave"--he saw the man cowering now and he sensed an advan
tage.

He lost his former constraint and began pushing the

salesman lightly until he was backed up against the door.
"If you don't get out of our house.
"Jim, control yourself!" his mother implored.
looked and saw she was crying.

He

He grabbed Mr Bailey by the

collar and began yelling at him even louder.
"If you don't get out of our house in about two
minutes, I'm going to beat you to such a fine pulp, I can
pick you up with a carpet sweeper, you understand?
With remarkable haste, Mr. Bailey headed out the door, his
briefcase under one arm and the vacuum cleaner with the cord
trailing in the other, leaving Jim to bear the guilt of his
mother's crying.

He looked at the couch to see if he could

find a stain of dirt to justify his actions, but there was
nothing.

The door bell rang.

Jim turned to answer it and

discovered a foot of cord stuck beneath the door.

He

counted two more rings before opening it.
"Excuse me please," said Mr. Bailey, bending quickly to
retrieve the cord, "but I seem to have forgotten something,"
and then with a composure that Jim would never forget,
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"Could we talk about this?"

Jim closed the door and leaned his head against it.
His mother, gasping between sobs, raked him with her voice.
"You're just like your father," she said, "I could have
handled it, if you'd let me.
The mowing stopped.

You're just like your father."

He imagined his mother pausing and

looking up with disdain toward his window.

He rose out of

bed and walked to the window and peered down cautiously to
discover she had gone around to the back.

He opened the

window farther and smelled the freshly mown grass drifting
upward.

Perhaps he wouldn't have to face her that morning,

he thought.

He showered and shaved, taking extra care not

to cut himself, dressed, and walked downstairs to the
kitchen.

A pan of skimmed over oatmeal sat on the stove.

He scraped it into the bowl sitting on the table, fixed
toast and poured himself a cup of coffee.

Scanning the

morning paper as he ate, he felt a sudden start when he
turned to the classified section.
that morning at 10 o'clock.
nearly blown it.

He had a job interview

It was now 9:30 and he had

Still he would have time to walk rather

than drive the 12 blocks uptown.

The air would do him good

and he could compose his thoughts.
His mother had finished mowing and was pruning their
nearly dead lilac where the sidewalk steps reached the
street.

She was wearing the lavender gardening outfit with

short pants and big pockets and he knew she was about to say
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She turned and pointed the shears at his neck.

"Do you think, just possibly, we might need a new lawn
mower?" she asked.
He shrugged and waited for her to lower the shears.
His father always said their lawn was too small for a power
mower but Jim and his two brothers had always been the ones
to complain, never his mother.

He decided it was a good

idea to change the subject.
"I've got a job interview, Mom--uptown."
She returned to her work on the lilac.

"What's come

over you?" she asked.
Without answering, he turned and began walking up West
Broadway.

His footsteps echoed hollow from the stone

retaining walls above the cracked sidewalks.

Where the hill

topped out at Excelsior Avenue, he experienced a sinking
feeling.

He would be 35 years old in a couple of weeks, and

scared shitless that there was nothing bright enough in the
future to take him past 40.

That indeed was what had come

over him, but he wasn't sure his Mother would understand.
He had tried to tell her two months earlier when he came
home from his sixth grade teaching job at St. Patrick
School, sadly convinced that his ability to use words had
finally betrayed him.
On that day, after reciting the Pledge of Allegiance,
he had gazed out the window toward the Highlands to the
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south and intoned the prayer he had written for the morning
offering:
"Oh most hallowed redeemer, we beseech you to listen to
the entreaties of thy blessed children and shine your wisdom
down upon their spirit so they may glorify your kingdom this
day as it is in heaven, Amen."
John Kelly raised his hand from the back of the room.
"Mr. Hannifan?
"Yes, John."
"Why can't we just say the regular Morning Offering or
a Hail Mary?"
"No reason John, It's just nice to hear something new,
don't you think?
"I think he's trying to Protestantize us," said John's
twin brother, Pat from the front of the room.
"Like our father says," added John, rolling his eyes
upward.
Jim had gotten used to the impertinence of the Kelly
twins, and had squelched most of it by seating them at
opposite ends of the room, something that worked against him
this time as he walked down the aisle with his arms folded.
"What does your father say?" he asked John, who was
biting his lip and staring down at his desk.

The answer

came from the front of the room.
"He says you've got a streak of orange in you a mile
long," said Pat.
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a miner who had immigrated from County Cork in the South of
Ireland, his mother, whose maiden name was Colvin, was a
descendent of Protestant land owners in the North.

She used

to kid his father that the only reason he married her was
for the estate her grandfather said could be reclaimed if
they ever found the records in Belfast.

At any rate,

William Hannifan, having already fallen from grace with the
church for a brief and mostly spurious marriage years
earlier, making another Catholic wedding impossible, chose
to marry Jessica Colvin, 12 years his junior, in the
unassailable surroundings of Columbia Gardens.
"It was a grand wedding," his Mother liked to say,
"with a justice of the peace and a crowd of the likes you
wouldn't find in any one church.

All our friends came.

gardens were in bloom and the air smelled of perfume.

The
We

danced most of the night and left the bandstand after most
of the guests had already gone."
Twice damned they were for such fun, his father no
longer able to receive the sacraments and his mother con
sidered ineligible for Baptism into the Catholic faith.

But

they saw that Jim and his two older brothers, Gerald and
Mathew were baptized, and in the years that followed, they
were a fine sight at church, Mother and Father sitting in
the pew during Communion while their sons marched forward in
the procession.

Three more devout little Catholics you
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Three more devout little Catholics you

couldn't find anywhere, said their fellow parishioners.

Jim

was proud of his heritage and his religion, but in Butte, to
question the one was to question the other.
He was still mildly provoked as he went out to set up
the high jump bar for recess.

Three times John Kelly burst

ahead from the back of the line and banged into the high
jump bar as Jim was putting it up.

Jim gave him a warning

twice and the third time, slapped him with after school
detention.
"Your Mother favors the crown and will never get out of
Hell," said John Kelly abruptly.
"What did you say?

Jim grabbed him by the collar and

began shaking him, demanding he repeat himself.

He had a

strange sensation that he was sealing his own fate and he
squeezed even harder as if to will it to be so.
"Your, u-h-h, let go, I ca-n-n-t br-e-athe."
Jim loosened his grip.
"Your mother will go to Hell, because she's not bap
tized," blurted John.

Jim retightened his hold on the

collar just as Pat came up from behind and started kicking
him with his hard toed boots.

Jim freed one hand and

grabbed Pat in a headlock, fighting the temptation to mash
the two heads together.

Instead, he held John at just the

right length so his flailing fists managed to pummel Pat's
head while Pat's toes repeatedly landed blows on John's
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shins.
"You must quit hurting each other," said Jim, but by
this time, the Kelly twins had reverted to vicious name
calling.

Jim was at a loss to do anything but return in

kind, choosing his

words carefully so they were impartially

blasphemous to Catholics and Protestants alike.

The words

carried equally well to those entering and departing the
YMCA across the street as they did to the upstairs room of
Father Maloney in the St. Patrick Chancery a block south.
That night, except for the grace he recited at his
mother's dinner, he was silent.
and went up to his bedroom.

He excused himself early

Through the window, he saw the

embankment of the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway with
the ivory spire of the Immaculate Conception Church rising
beyond against the dark background of Butte Hill.

The

church was an Art Deco design of a traditional bassilica,
its long nave fronted with smooth pillars bent at the top
like a knuckle, and a single spire rising above all.

The

church had always looked incredibly serene and peaceful to
Jim, but tonight it gestured an obscenity.

He tried to

shake the image and confess his sins, but as night fell and
the spire of the church softened under the rising moon, he
felt only the strongest resolve to find a job the following
summer that would take him out of town.
The next morning, he was asked to leave his job before
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the fourth nine week session began in two days.

Father

Maloney, Jim's immediate boss as well as Director of
Catholic Education in Butte, made it sound as if Jim would
have to petition the Pope to be reinstated.

He had sealed

his fate but good.
Over the next week, Jim tried to appease his guilt
first through drink, then Confession.

When both failed him,

he began thinking he really was half Protestant, and with
that, felt an incredible urge to find work.

Having been an

average cement finisher 15 years earlier as a Navy Sea Bee
in Vietnam, and belonging to the Laborer's Union in Butte,
where he took occasional jobs during the summer, he was only
on the list two days before he got the call to the bridges
on the Interstate.
Now as he came up the hill from Clark Street, he real
ized his father's spirit which dogged him home that last
drive from work, that which he put to rest with the drink in
the New Deal Tavern, had only served to put sacramental
strength into his earlier resolve to get out of Butte.
That's why he had made up a resume and answered the ad in
The Montana Standard a week earlier asking for appli
cations to work in "an exciting marketing company with
opportunities for travel."
He topped the hill and crossed Montana Avenue.

The

shattered glass marquee of the old Montana Theatre greeted
him coldly and the tall empty buildings casting their
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When he reached the Sullivan Building, he paused a

moment to read the bronzed inscription in the arched
entryway:
Sullivan Building, 104 Broadway, Butte, Montana
Architect: Cass Gilbert and Associates, St Paul
and New York. Contractor: Murphy and Walsh, Butte.
Completed, September 18, 1903
He located his destination from the directory in the
building's foyer, pushed the elevator button and stepped
inside the empty car.
floor.

He pushed the button for the sixth

The doors jerked shut and the car began its slow

ascent, the lights pulsing and fading above the door as it
passed each floor.

The car sat motionless an incredibly

long time before opening.

A dim hallway led past several

rooms, the dull gray light of emptiness filtering through
the transom windows.

At last he came upon number 614 where

he stared with bemusement at the words inscribed on the
frosted window:
NORTHWEST ROBOTS LTD.
MARTIN RASKOVICH
PRESIDENT
He stepped inside to a room with a burgandy colored rug
on the floor and dark wainscoating on the walls.
streamed from a skylight.

Sunlight

Martin Raskovich, dressed in a

dark woolen suit and scarlet tie, sat in partial shadow
behind a glass topped desk.
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behind a glass topped desk.
"Sit down Jim," he said, motioning toward a plush
leather

chair in front of the desk.

"I've been reading

your resume."
Jim sunk into the chair and dust particles stirred in
the light as if they were atomized.
"You've lived here all your life, right Jim?" asked
Raskovich, as he leaned forward into the light.
"All but two years in the Navy, and the years at
college in Dillon," said Jim.
"Where were you stationed?"
"Port Hueneme, California. Bhin Thuy, Rach Soi, all the
top spots."
"Then I don't have to tell you how great it is to be
from Butte, America," said Raskovich, rocking back in his
chair with his hands in his lap.
is dying.

You know that."

"But the fact is, the town

He rocked forward and folded his

hands as in a gesture of prayer.

"The copper's no good,

Jim," he said in an almost whisper.
out the window.

He pointed one thumb

"The pit's filling up with water.

We're

all going to drown unless we start something new."
Christ, who does he think he's talking to, thought Jim.
He resented the smug familiarity and condescending manner of
Raskovich, the way he figured everything was a done deal.
For a moment he had the brief elation he could throw him
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into the street as he had hoped to do with the vacuum
cleaner salesman but then he remembered he was on the
sixth floor, and it would be homicide.
"This robot is bound to sell, Jim, It'll be a hit.

The

manufacturer has guaranteed that the only models of DC-2 are
in Salt Lake and Seattle.

We'll make a killing in the

places they never reach."
"We?" Jim asked.
"I like your style, Jim, something that's not on the
resume.

People say you have a way with words--even if it

does get you in trouble, like with our Holy Father, for
instance."
"He doesn't return my calls," said Jim, realizing the
dismal truth that of all things of honor in his home town,
privacy had fallen by the wayside--40,000 people convinced
their lives were not nearly as interesting as those around
them.
rocks.

And it was getting worse now that the city was on the
When he'd come upon Raskovich at the races in

Helena, he'd resisted the urge to acknowledge his presence,
though he'd seen him peering over his program with the
expectant look of an old friend.

It was entirely likely his

father and Raskovich's father had worked in the same mines,
sweated beside each other in the same drift, belonged to the
same religion but never tipped their hats on the street.
The Bohunks and Irish--the one great eaters, and the other
great drinkers, respectful of one another but keeping their
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And here now was Raskovich rising from his seat

and exhorting him to a common discipleship.
"You see Jim, my idea is to export our culture, every
thing that made us great.

Like pasties for instance,

you know they're eating them as far away as Missoula?
because of the Cousin Jacks.

All

And when it comes to the robot

business, it's just entertainment.
Band?

Do

Remember Luigi's One Man

Hell, we're the greatest entertainers in the world."
Jim did remember Luigi's, a bar where once inside, you

actually felt as if you were in the bellows of an accordian,
the whole place shaking with music, animated dancers, huge
dice rolling along the bar--Luigi running around pushing
buttons like a mad man.
The robot business.
dered.

Was it the same thing?

He won

And what did having a way with words have to do with

it?
He had grown up in the 50's and 60's believing that
words in Butte did mean something, and that they usually
rang true.

He was keenly aware that the offices of the now

defunct Anaconda Company had once occupied the entire floor
on which his interview was being held.

In offices like

this, business flourished in the language of Wall Street.
The streets below reverberated with conversation and the
sheaves on the mine hoists whirred a powerful overtone on
the hill above town.

It was known then as "The Richest Hill
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on Earth", a marble cake of minerals which had thrust up
through the earth's fragile crust eons before and produced
the "Copper Kings" of the previous century and generations
of hard rock miners, mostly immigrants from Ireland, the
United Kingdom and Europe.
To hear his father tell it, even the miners spit a
steady stream of words into the dust between breaks in the
deafening "widowmaker" drills, how "Nobody had a sweeter
swing than DiMaggio" and "Crosetti was a better shortstop
than Rizzuto,"
Jim himself employed a good deal of alliteration to
break through the fray of conversation while hawking the
afternoon Butte Dai 1v Post along Broadway.
"Ike Irks Khrushchev," he'd yell. "Read all about in
the Dai 1v Post.
about it."

O'Billovich bombs the Bengals. Read all

Other times he greeted the miners coming down

the hill to the bars with a ditty his father had taught him.
"Getjer Daily Post," he sang, "Getjer Daily Post.

Copper's

up a penny, silver's down a cent, getjer Daily Post before
you pay the rent."
And he loved to hear his father tell how the Cousin
Jacks, the miners from Cornwall, England, would take out
those meat pies for lunch they called pasties, and holding
them up two handed, mutter their own special grace.

"M-m-m,

a lett'r from 'ome," they'd say.
His father often mimicked them in the evening when he
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returned from work and held up the cheese and cracker sand
wich Jim's mother had prepared.

Jim would wink back good

naturedly as his mother admonished them with her eyes and
poured his father a glass of "Butte Special Beer" from the
case of bottles they stored in the basement, beaming with
pride that it kept her husband from

going to the bars.

In the end, it wasn't alcohol, but a different kind of
poison--si1 icon dust from the days he had drilled without
water--that petrified his father's lungs and returned him to
the earth at the age of 69.

Miner's consumption, or the

"con" as it was also known, combined with the deadly disease
of tuberculosis.

Jim never forgot the bitterness in his

father's voice as he wheezed from his bed in the state
hospital 30 miles away in Galen, and told how the place
had been built primarily for him and his race of hard rock
miners.

A dying race.

And then the most important words:

"Take ker-r-yer mother, Jimmy, take ker-r her."
That's why the talk about men drowning was particularly
provoking to Hannifan, even more so when it came from someone
like Marti Raskovich, the same man they said had robbed the
Arcade tavern while Evel Knievel drove the getaway car.
Jim was aware that he was receiving a lecture on death
and resurrection from a man who hadn't done an honest day's
work in his life.

It would have merely been a bad dream if

it weren't for the matter of survival--something Jim figured
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he needed as much as the next guy.

So what if his father

had detested salesmen, called them peddlars and repeatedly
turned them away from the door.

He was taking care of his

mother, wasn't he?
He walked to the corner window and peered out beyond
the Finlen Hotel at the concentric path of roads etched into
the far wall of the Berkeley Pit.

It was too deep to see

the bottom, but he knew it was true that it was filling up
with water.

Perhaps Raskovich can't swim, he thought, but

then he'd never heard of a robot that could either.

He

heard the strike of a match and turned to see Raskovich
pulling on a huge cigar.

He watched the smoke curl into the

dust filled beam of the skylight and thought it was a sort
of benediction.

As long as he didn't have to sign anything,

he figured he'd try his hand as an "account executive and
operator" for Northwest Robots Ltd.
"Why Limited?" asked Jim.
"That's for when we export our culture to Canada," said
Raskovich.
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__3__

When he was eleven, Jim hopped an ore train on the
Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway as it rolled along the
tracks above his house and was greatly disappointed when it
reached the end of the line only 27 miles away in Anaconda.
Walking down from Smelter Hill, the gray waste tailings
swirling about his face, he was stung with the bitter truth
that it was possible to tell a lie without wasting a single
verb.
That's why it was no great surprise that he found
himself driving West out of Butte a week after his meeting
with Raskovich, in an old Volkswagon Van, with DC-2, a
$15,000 hunk of plastic and electronic gadgetry which was
Northwest Robots' only robot.
Minus its clear bubble head, which was stored in a
footlocker, the robot was essentially inert.

With a sheet

pulled over its cylindrical torso, Jim could see how the gas
station attendant had mistaken DC-2 for an old washing
machine.

That's a good disguise, thought Jim, as he pulled

away from the station.

Nobody will want to steal it.

I'm

only a repairman doing a thriving interstate business with
used Maytags.
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He had secured the robot tightly up against the seat
backs and center console, using bungee cords, and blocked
the wheels from behind with a two by four.

Jim's own seat

belt pulled out like a loose suspender clear to the dash
before it engaged, and he felt quite sure that in the event
of a crash, the only survivor in the vehicle would never be
able to tell about it.
The van crept up Interstate 90 beneath Butte Hill
through the mine-wasted landscape which colored Silver Bow
Creek and began the long drop into the fertile Northwest.
The itinerary included Spokane, Richland, Walla Walla, and
Pullman, Washington; and Moscow and Lewiston, Idaho, eight
hundred miles in four days and three nights.

Raskovich had

sold a six hour show in a shopping center in Richland, which
Jim was scheduled to do Saturday, the third day of the trip.
Anaconda came in view on the left under guard of the
huge smokestack which was the lone survivor of Smelter Hill.
The operations which processed the copper ore from Butte had
shut down four years earlier, and the stack, rising from the
smoothed over earth where the buildings had been razed, had
the look of an emasculated phallus.
In close succession, Jim passed Warm Springs, site of
the State Mental Hospital; Galen and the State Pulmonary
Disease Hospital where he looked upon the site of his
father's death; and Deer Lodge, site of the State Prison,
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all this depressing if it were not for the backdrop of
sweeping hills and mountains rising to the west.

If he were

ever so unfortunate as his father to wind up in any one of
these institutions, it was comforting to know he'd be within
35 miles of home and quite possibly have a room with a view.
Then came Drummond, where the sign read: "Builshipping
Capital of the World", and the highway began dropping
through Hellgate Canyon along the Clark Fork of the
Columbia, opening onto the university town of Missoula, and
then departing the Clark Fork and climbing along the St.
Regis River toward the Idaho pass.

Here, shadows spilled

into the canyon from the forested hills and Jim became lost
in his thoughts.

With just a little fear in his voice,

he began practicing his sales pitch, speaking into a tape
recorder he'd brought along for the purpose.
"Hello, my name is Jim Hannifan and I'm with Northwest
Robots Limited.

How are you today, sir?

Good. Well, I'm

calling because I'm in town and I'd like to show you DC-2,
our remote controlled robot designed to meet all your promo
tional needs.

He's about five feet two inches tall and he

has a video camera in his head allowing him to project
customers on a screen on his chest--so they can see them
selves on T.V.

Or you can show movies on the screen because

he's equipped with a VCR.

He also has a stereo cassette

deck and an eight track player so people can dance with him.
Kids love it and so do parents.

It's a great way to bring
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people out to your sales--people who are having a good time
and willing to buy something ..."

That's right, thought

Jim, put that part at the beginning . . no that's a good
place for it, they should say something.

If they don't,

keep talking--just like those damned vacuum cleaner
salesmen.
As the Van topped the Bitteroot Range and began its
drop into Idaho, Jim could see clearly now that this was
merely a test.
not what.

He was atoning for something, but he knew

Above it all was a sense of giddiness, that by

God, being a robot salesman might be some fun.
Now how to make the voice.

The modulator on the remote

mike would help, but he needed to come up with the words.
Tightening his throat and vibrating the sounds in the roof
of his mouth, he began:
HELLO, WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

MY NAME IS DC-2.

I AM FROM

THE PLANET . . THE PLANET KREPTUNE . . IN A GALAXY VERY VERY
FAR AWAY."
What else could he say?
"DO YOU KNOW MY COUSINS, R2D2 and C3-P0? . . . THOSE
MOVIE STARS . . IF YOU PUSH THE BUTTON ON MY STOMACH,
YOU CAN SEE THEM IN ACTION . .OH, HEE, HEE, HEE.

THAT

TICKLES."
But he was a bit worried about controlling the motion
of DC-2, pushing the levers on the remote control box,
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making him go forward, backwards, spin, dance.

Practicing

in the basement of the Sulliven Building the afternoon
before with Raskovich was one thing, but with a crowd of
kids?

And finding a hiding place.?

He coasted past the Coeur D'Alene mining district, the
abandoned mine frames and old buildings of Mullen and
Wallace reminding him of home, then Coeur d'Alene Lake and
finally into the outskirts of Spokane, where he took a motel
room on Sprague Avenue because it had a lot of car dealer
ships he could visit in the morning.
The traffic flowing steadily toward Spokane vibrated
with excitement.

He thought how good it was to be in a city

with something happening.

He remembered the city eleven

years earlier when he came out with his parents to Spokane's
Expo '74.

That was the last good trip they had together.

His father was short of breath after walking up and down the
pavement between exhibits and when evening set in, they
discovered the bright orange gondolas with the Union 76
label that stretched across the exposition grounds.

Jim

convinced his father and mother to enter one car, and soon,
with himself in the car to follow, they rose into the night,
refreshed, and it seemed, forever young.

When they passed

over the central fountain, lit brilliantly in a myriad of
changing colors, he saw his father put his arm around his
mother and kiss her.
Now, drifting to sleep under the thin cover of the
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motel bed, the sounds of traffic and the past playing in his
mind, Jim thought of his mother.

He hadn't abandoned her,

had he?
"If it's what you want to do, it's fine with me, Jim,"
she had said.

He remembered her smiling when he first told

her about the robot and as he mimicked Raskovich and his
bombastic civic pride, they both broke out laughing.

"And

then, he said, 'We've got to export our culture . . like
pasties for instance, they're even eating them in
Missou-u-u-a-la.'

Can you imagine?"

He was a bit tipsy

from stopping off in the Alcoma and celebrating his new job,
and she was drinking her evening glass of wine.

'"Hell,

we're the greatest entertainers in the world.'"

Jim Hannifan

went to sleep thinking he was and how his mother was getting
old but how nice it was she had a sense of humor.
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(Prom Chapter Four)
"Mr. Finch, you'd better come out here right away and
look at this," said the receptionist into the pager.
Bob Finch turned out to be a thin young man in his 20'
who glanced sceptically at DC-2 before shaking Jim's hand
and introducing himself.

Then much to Jim's chagrin, he

said, "I didn't realize you were going to bring the robot."
TESTING, ONE, TWO, THREE. TESTING, said the robot.
Mr. Finch appeared not the least bit humored by this,
and Jim quickly switched to the cassette player, happy to
have a soothing Viennese Waltz from 2001 to accompany
them down the hallway.
"Well, what else can he do?" said Finch, as soon as
they'd settled into the office.
Jim turned the control box off and placed it on the
carpet beneath his chair.

He realized then how he disliked

carpets and everything they stood for--carpet baggers,
carpet sweepers, vaccuum cleaner salesmen, and most of all
being called on the carpet by a junior banker who looked as
if he'd just graduated the week before from college.

For a

moment, he even pined for the old wooden floors tread by
school teachers.

"Testing, Testing," he thought, "this is

test if you want to be a salesman."

He took the briefcase
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from DC-2's chest tray and opened it up, producing a smooth
leather portfolio of photos of DC-2 taken by Raskovich.
"Well, here's something I think you'll be interested
in." he said, and pushed the portfolio across the desk top
toward Finch.

"These are photos of DC-2 at the Metals Bank

in Butte during the grand opening of their first automated
teller machine.

Go ahead and look through 'em if you'd

like."
"What's the "MBS" stand for?" asked Finch, referring
to the letters on the white ball cap that DC-2 had worn for
the occasion.
"Minneapolis Bank Systems," said Jim.

"We had a six

show contract with them to open up their ATM's in banks
accross Western Montana."
bank talk.

Sounds professional, thought Jim,

He paused for a moment before continuing.

"DC-2 was a natural for that job," he said, "a wonder
fully engaging robot to help make the transition between
personalized and automated banking.

He just walked around

the lobby--my boss was operating him and speaking through
him just like I do--telling people to try out this new,
space age way of banking.

The bank had a lady who did the

demonstration, but the robot loosened up the customers
beforehand.

They couldn't resist the demo after it was

suggested by a robot.

As you can see he also carried an

informational brochure on his chest tray which worked well,
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also."
"We've had our ATM's open for a little over two years
now," said Finch, with a vaguely indignant air, "so there's
not much hope for him there."
"Well, ah-h-h, .... hm-m-m," said Jim, and for a
moment that's all he could think of to say, "hm-m-m, two
years. Is that right?"
"You got it."
"How about in your non banking areas — like supermar
kets, hospitals, campuses?"
"Ditto."
Rhymes with dildo, thought Jim.
"Well, in that case Mr. Finch, tell me what's your
latest promotion and the image you're trying to put across
and I can tell you where DC-2 fits in."
Just then, Jim heard the door open behind him.
Finch tightened in his chair.

Mr.

Jim turned to see a tall

blonde woman in a Navy blue suit enter the room and walk
lithely toward them.

When she came up to DC-2, she

appraised the robot and reached down and caressed his arm.
"So this is DC-2," she said melodiously.

Jim recog

nized the voice of the meadowlark, and instinctively reached
down to pick up the control box.
the on switch.

He fumbled until he hit

DC-2'S video camera moved 90 degrees each

way beneath the clear bubble head.
mike.

Jim sang softly into the
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SH-E-E TOUCHED ME, SUDDENLY I LOOKED AND TH-E-N-N SHE
TOUCHED ME.
The woman blushed and adjusted the light gold frames of
her glasses.
her blouse.

Her skin was fair around the open collar of
She smiled at Jim and then said to the robot:

"Why DC-2, you sing so beautifully.

What else can you

do?"
I CAN DANCE.

I CAN DANCE.

WOULD YOU CARE TO HAVE THIS

DANCE?
"Certainly."
The woman reached down and grabbed DC-2's arms.

Jim

flipped on the cassette player and moved the robot in time
to the music of Strauss, DC-2 jerking with each motion and
the woman responding intuitively as if she were leading.
Jim was enjoying it immensely.

He ignored the fact that

Finch wasn't and was quite taken with the feeling of dancing
with this attractive woman without moving from his seat, a
feeling seconded by the sensation stirring in his lap
beneath the control box.

Obviously, she was the one in

control.
"Well, I'm thorougly impressed," she said at last,
dropping her arms.

Then turning to Jim, she repeated, "I'm

thoroughly impressed" and held out her hand.

Jim rose

from the chair and shook it.
"I'm Karen Brooks, you must be Mr. Hannifan," she said.
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"Yes."
"I'm very pleased to meet you, Mr. Hannifan," she said.
Their hands lingered together, palms sweating as if they
were between dances at a high school prom.
"I'm extremely pleased to meet you," said Jim at last.
"I was just asking Bob here about your current marketing
strategy, so I could tell you how DC-2 and I could be of
help."
"Well," she said, glancing perfunctorily over at Mr.
Finch who was pulling at his collar, gasping to speak.
"Certainly Bob would mention First Inland's proposal for an
automated payment system at Econo Pump gas stations."
"I was just going to tell him about that." blurted
Finch, but he yielded to Miss Brooks.
"It would be a first of a kind service where the
holders of a First Inland Bank Card would be able to
charge their gasoline right at the pump," she said.

"We

have a lot of potential customers out there who want to beat
the rush hour.

Plus Econo will be able to lower their gas

prices with the savings from the automation and increased
patronage."
She smiled.

It was probably her idea, Jim thought.

He

nodded his head and let the robot do the talking.
WOW, WHAT A SPACE AGE WAY TO DO YOUR REFUELING.

I CAN

BUY IT.
"But can you sell it?" snapped Mr. Finch, suddenly
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springing forward in his seat.
SURE I CAN.

THIS KIND OF THING IS RIGHT UP MY GALAXY.

"Tell us about it."
WE CAN CALL IT "GAS WARS OF A THIRD KIND.
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK.
TO THE YEAR 2,000.

DRIVE NOW, PAY LATER.

WHATEVER.

THE INLAND

BEAT THE RUSH

I CAN BE AT THE STATION

URGING NEW CUSTOMERS TO SIGN UP.
Finch glanced momentarily up at Miss Brooks before
settling his gaze back on Jim. "H-m-m-m," he said at last
and just sat there with his arms spread on the desk, a
dreadfully long moment in which Jim had nothing to say.
Finally Finch threw him a curve.
"We've pretty well decided on using a radio remote for
the promotion.

It's a proven way to get people's attention."

"How so?" Jim asked guardedly, trying to conceal the
fact that he had no idea what a radio remote was.
"Well there's a hundred thousand automobiles driving
out Sprague or Division from

4:30 to 6:00 in the afternoon.

Most are listening to their radios.

The man from KEZY says

to come in to Econo-Gas and discover how the Inland Bank
Card can be used to gas up.

The appeal is immediate and

powerful.
"Ah," said Jim, affirmatively.

"But what if my robot

was a surprise customer and he was being interviewed by the
man from KEZY.

Now that would be powerful, don't you
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agree?"
Finch glanced momentarily at Miss Brooks.
to be enjoying this.
a fast learner.

She seemed

Radio remotes, thought Jim.

Lucky I'm

Then imitating the voice of a popular Butte

radio personage he knew and speaking into an imaginary mike
in his left hand, he said:
"Folks, this is your captain, and I'm at Econo-Gas on
1320 Division Avenue.
customer here.

My, do we ever have an interesting

His name is DC-2."

Jim turned to the robot

while swiveling its head a few degrees back toward himself.
"What brings you here today, Sir?" he asked.

Then dropping

his left hand to his right elbow and raising his right hand
to his cheek, he struck a pose that made him look like Jack
Benny waiting to hear Rochester.
WELL, I NEEDED TO REFUEL.
INTERSTELLAR CARD.
WITHOUT IT.

LUCKILY I BROUGHT MY FIRST

I WAS TOLD NOT TO LEAVE MY GALAXY

WOW WHAT A SPACE AGE WAY TO PAY.

"You can say that again, DC-2.
tell

In fact, maybe you can

folks all about it when they come in."
AFFIRMATIVE.
"You see how it works?" asked Jim, confident that he'd

gotten somewhere because Finch's incredulous glare had
softened to an acceptance of a sort, as if you couldn't keep
a good idea down even if it wasn't your own.
"I think it's a wonderful idea," cooed Miss Brooks.
"Howard, why don't you discuss the cost with Mr. Hannifan.
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Good day, Mr. Hannifan.

It

was nice meeting you, DC-2."
YOU MAKE MY HEART SING.
The warmth of Miss Brooks' blush lingered in the room
long after she had left.

Jim discussed the cost of the

robot's time with Howard Finch, vaguely aware of his
reticence and at last crushed when Finch said the whole
program had a lot of details to work out and was probably at
least a year away, if not a light year.
Jim opened DC-2's rear flap and shut down his power
source.
ramp.

He pushed him down the long hall toward the sky
It seemed easier this way.

He, himself, was drained

and he wanted to avoid any further confrontation with
humanoids.

When he opened the door onto the parking ramp, a

shining silver Mercedes swept around the corner.

He'd no

ticed the word "BROOKIE" on the personalized license plate.
Did she wink at him, he wondered.
WHO'S THAT?, he heard the robot say.

That's

impossible, he thought, and realized he must have said it
himself.

But he wanted to answer him anyway.

There was a

mixture of worldliness and despair in his voice as he gazed
down the ramp where the car had disappeared, and said.
"That, DC-2, is the next President of First Inland
Bank."
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__5__
The buildings behind him shone brilliantly in the
afternoon sun as Jim drove up the long grade which cut a
channel through the shadowed hills west of the city.

With

his foot to the floor and his shoulders flat against the
seat back, he was relaxed and nearly oblivious to the
passing traffic.

He tried to forget

about the robot,

securely fastened next to him, and how his last appointment
had failed like those earlier, how the the clear bubble
head sounded when it hit the top of the van door as he and
the sales manager of Dishman Dodge pushed it up the ramp.
"That's okay, he's ram tough," said Jim, but the sales
manager, panting from pushing the robot up and letting it
down again, didn't seem impressed.

Jim opened the window

and felt the air flapping cool against his neck. It felt
good to be leaving the city.
The highway leveled out onto a plain of Ponderosa Pine.
The sun reappeared and glared off the windshield.

He peered

into the forest to rest his eyes and saw the turnoff to
Fairchild Air Force Base.

In 1975, the summer he had gradu

ated from college and a year after he'd accompanied his
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folks to the Expo in Spokane, he'd come to Fairchild to
visit his cousin, Billy Ryan.

He had been stationed there

since he'd returned from Vietnam.

In a barbecue restaurant

near the base, Billy's attractive wife, Jeanine, had waited
on their table.

They drank 20 ounce "Texas Beers" and

talked about their mutual decision in the summer of '69 to
visit their Navy and Air Force recruiters.

That summer,

Billy had wrecked two automobiles—one with Jim in the
passenger seat.

Both had flunked out of the School of Mines

on the hill, Billy in a misguided attempt at mining
engineering and Jim in a futile effort at liberal arts.
They had hoped to avoid induction into the Army.

Six months

later they met for steaks and beer in the Montana Hotel in
downtown Saigon, stopping momentarily beneath the huge
Montana flag in the lobby to ask themselves what went wrong.
In the ten years since their meeting in Spokane, he had
lost track of his cousin, and he felt guilty for it.

He had

not answered his last letter from Anchorage. He wondered now
about Billy and Jeanine and their two boys, about how they
might show up someday with Billy retired and announce they
had purchased a cabin on Seeley Lake and he wouldn't
recognize them.
The war had left a few scars, but nothing as bad as his
discovery that his father's health had failed while he was
gone.

The fall when he returned, they hunted pheasants on
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his Grandparents' farm in the Judith River country of
Eastern Montana.

Near evening, their bags filled with their

limit of pheasants, they jumped a covey of Hungarian Partridge
which exploded like fireworks into the air before funneling
downwind a hundred yards into a coulee thick with rosebrush.
"Let's go after them," said Jim.
"Not me." said his father.
DuPont rich."

"All we'd be doing is making

This was his father's way of saying that the

powder and shot would be wasted on the Huns, whose notorious
difficulty as a target would be drastically increased in the
wind.
Jim left his father, and headed down into the coulee.
He looked back to see his father standing with his gun
resting at his side, and reflected on how three years
earlier, he would have said the part about DuPont only after
they'd both thorougly tested the maxim.

As he struggled for

footing along the steep sides of the coulee, he felt an urge
to prove his father wrong.

The covey of partridge kept

getting up further ahead, rising like sea spray from the
bushes, and then funneling tightly into a ball and twisting
downward into the next shelter.

Once he came upon a thicket

where he was sure they had landed.
the brush, but nothing appeared.
his arms and continued past.
shrapnel behind him.
upward.

He threw a rock into

He cradled his shotgun in

Suddenly they exploded like

He shot errantly as they rocketed

Finally, his third shot zeroed in and dropped a
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bird which had veered slightly from the rest.
searched the hillside, he could not find it.
rolled dead into the rose brush.

But when he
Perhaps it had

He kicked with his feet

and pulled back branches until his hands were scratched with
blood, but there was no sign of the partridge.

As he headed

back up the coulee into the wind, he knew he should have
listened to his father.
could not see him.

He

panicked for a moment when he

At last he found him lying on his back,

his eyes closed as if in sleep and his hands folded on his
chest which heaved unevenly with each breath.
were chattering.

His teeth

He opened his eyes and saw Jim staring

down at him.
"It's not windy down here," he said, as calmly as if
had just dozed and Jim had never left.

"I was just looking

up at those clouds, thinking about how much of my life I
have spent looking up."
His father slowly rose from the ground and turned to
walk back toward the car.

"I heard you shoot," he said.

"Get anything?"
"Nope, I just made DuPont rich," said Jim.

He had

hoped that the sound of his shooting had not carried up the
gully, and now he hoped he would not have to tell his father
that he had downed a bird and left him dying in the bush.
His father only smiled and continued walking in silence.
Jim felt he knew the truth; lying there beneath the wind, he
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must have figured Jim would wing one, perhaps heard it
through the ground as it brushed the earth.
both knew he was a lousy shot.

After all they

He did not want to tell him

about the bird, nor did he want to tell him how he was the
last man to qualify with the M-16 in their military training
in the "damp mountains off the coast of California, the
"Maggie's Drawers" the men in the pit kept waving when he'd
miss the target.

The wind stung his eyes as they walked

back in silence and Jim thought perhaps he should tell his
father everything.
There had been that night in Vietnam when he'd emptied
an entire magazine from his M-16 into the water bordering
their Seabee base after an enemy sapper had blown up a river
patrol boat.

It was during his guard, and he was just about

to ring up the post and report that the South Vietnamese
seamen manning the boats had not thrown a concussion grenade
in little over an hour, sleeping again perhaps.

In the

moment of the explosion, when the water gushed up around the
boat like a geyser, the surrounding sky and water lit up
with the clarity of an Ansel Adams moonscape.

Jim thought

he saw an arm flash in a swimming motion some twenty yards
down tide from the boat.

He clipped his M-16 on fully

automatic and shot blindly into the water.
In the morning, the mangled bodies of the South
Vietnamese crew floated a mile away from the wreckage, where
the tide had pulled them east toward the South China Sea.
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All were accounted for and there was no sign of a sapper.
Jim hoped he had blown up in the explosion, but the follow
ing night, a Seal team found a body with a gunshot wound.
It had washed up on the shore to the west.

He surmised that

the man had taken refuge along the far bank sometime after
the explosion to gather his strength till morning when the
tide would turn and pull him back where he came from.
Jim's father fought for breath as they walked the final
yards to the car silhouetted against the sunset.

Once

inside, he pulled a pint of whiskey from the glovebox and
took a swig.

He passed it to Jim.

"What was it like over there, Jimmy?" he asked.
He wanted to tell his father how he thought he had
killed a man, how the bird he'd downed in the bush had
brought it back to him, how he was sorry he could never
shoot straight, sorry about the time they'd gone to shoot
trap together in Butte and he'd shamed his father by missing
all but one of the clay targets thrown in front of him.
Christ, almighty!

He could only hit things by accident.

"It wasn't bad," he said, "I'll tell you about it
sometime."

But he never did.

His father had never fought

in a war, too young for the first and rejected because his
lungs had already rocked up from the mines by the second.
Jim realized that he had wanted only to hear what it was
like from his son.

He could have told him the truth, and
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horsetail clouds in the red sky, they would have grown
stronger from the telling of it.

Now it remained a debt,

unpaid, and there was nothing he could do about it.
The pines gave way to plowed soil and spring wheat,
and ahead, to the right of the highway, a grain elevator
appeared on the horizon.

Beneath it, Jim could make out

few white buildings and a long shelterbelt of trees.
moment he came to a sign, and he struggled to read the
words, "Ritzville, Next Exit."

In
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- - 6 - -

Ritzville was one of those small farming communities
that had been bypassed by the Interstate in the early 60's.
It lay peacefully neglected at one end of a concrete over
pass which spanned the Interstate like a rainbow.

Like all

such towns, in an attempt to rejoin the flow of commerce
which bypassed it, a few new homes sprouted between the
Interstate and town, like roots looking for water.

There

was the usual truck stop with the colossal sign just where
the exit ramp came up, and a long shelterbelt of willows
which bordered one side of the road leading into town.

The

road led to an intersection with the town's main street
which paralleled railroad tracks.

Just beyond the tracks,

the grain elevator rose like a giant milk carton, a clear
line of demarcation halfway up where the sunlight met the
earth's shadow.

It felt cool in that shadow and Jim enjoyed

the coolness coming through the open window and the smell of
fried food from a drive-in restaurant.

He stretched his

legs and arms and yawned prodigiously, convincing himself
all at once that this would be a good place to stay the
night before heading to Richland the next morning for the
afternoon show at the shopping center.
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He pulled into the drive in and ordered a "porkie
sandwich" and a large root beer.

It made him feel at home.

One of the stories he'd often been told was that during the
Depression in the 30's, the owner of a small sandwich shop,
still operating on Butte's Mercury Street, was the first
to deep fry pork sirloin and place it in a hamburger bun,
creating what he called a "pork chop sandwich."

For a long

while, every time Jim bit into one of the sandwiches, he'd
look for the bone.

He smiled now when he thought how the

name had been changed by the large drive-in chain, who had
bought the patented recipe and made "Pork Chop John" a
wealthy man.
Jim finished the sandwich and took the root beer with
him while he continued down main street.

He found a motel

with a big neon sign shaped like a palm tree.
phone, T.V. and swimming pool.

It promised a

The motel owner gave him a

commercial rate, though only after asking him just what kind
of robots he was selling.

Jim showed him the picture of

DC-2 on his business card and explained he was doing a show
in Richland the next day.

When he found his room and let

down the ramp to take the robot in for an overnight charge,
a group of kids wearing Star Wars T-shirts and baseball caps
gathered around the van begging him for a private show.
Though he was tired, he acquiesced and soon had equipped
DC-2 with the clear bubble head, turned him on, and while
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the kids were temporarily preoccupied, gathered the opera
ting devices from the van.
impression.

He began his best Darth Vader

The kids backed up the walkway in a mixture of

awe and terror.
"Awesome!" they kept saying.

"Awesome!

Can we see

him again?"
"If you want to see more," he said, as he disengaged
the robot's hubs and pushed him into the motel room, "I'll be
in Richland tomorrow at the Tri-Cities shopping Center."

He

closed the door and pulled the curtains on the window,
peeking through from time to time until they were gone.

He

returned outside to lock up the van and brought the battery
charger back with him.

He hooked it up to DC-2's rear, and

settled back on the bed, too exhausted even for television.
He fell asleep listening to the battery charger's hum.
In the morning, Jim awoke refreshed and eager to resume
the journey south to Richland.

After a quick shower and

shave he rushed through breakfast while perusing the front
page of the Spokesman Review.

The lead story was about the

investigation into the alleged government fraud in the bond
financing of the Hanford nuclear site just north and east of
the Tri-Cities, which included Pasco, Kennewick and Richland.
Local color, good to have on file, thought Jim, too compli
cated, perhaps.
wastes.

I wonder what they do with the radioactive

He returned to his room, loaded the robot and

checked out.

The owner thanked him for giving his kids a
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"hell of a good show," and said he was always welcome and
the robot too.
From the overpass leading south over the Interstate,
Jim could see the rolling farmland awakening green under the
morning sun.

The highway veered slightly west and in the

distance, the land seemed to drop in even folds, brown and
indistinct on the horizon.

Jim knew he was traveling across

a great plain, and he felt the pull of some powerful axis at
its center.
In another hour, he was climbing up the long steel
bridge over the Columbia River between Pasco and Kennewick.
Beneath him, he saw the water dotted with windsurfers and
light sailboats.

Their sails flashed in the morning light

like blossoms of summer.
When he reached the other side, he turned to the
right and followed the highway up river toward Richland.
was only 10:30 and he was already sweating in the van.
heard about the god-awful heat.

It

He'd

He was worried about the

upcoming performance in a strange place in front of strange
people, though he tried to calm himself and smiled when he
thought how the kids would be no different than those in
Ritzville.
In a few minutes he had pulled into the parking lot of
Lonnie White Chevrolet and locked the van while he checked
in with the owner.

Jim looked at his watch.

It was now
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eleven, and the show would begin at one that afternoon.
He relaxed for a minute before entering the showroom, and
searching out the office of Lonnie White.
"How's that little scoundrel, Raskovich doing these
days?" asked White as he shook Jim's hand.

Grinning, broad

ly, he told Jim how Raskovich used to work for him, stunk
up the showroom with his cigars but had people signing on
the dotted line faster than any salesman he'd ever had
before.

Jim received directions to the Tri-Cities Shopping

Center and arrived shortly before noon.

He pulled around

back to the service entrance and stopped close to the curb.
Sweat was pouring off his face and his legs seemed hollow
and weak, reluctant to make the next move.

He'd only have

an hour to grab lunch and check out the place, before
setting up the robot.

It was always like this, he thought,

always having to rush to do the things that really terrified
you.
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__7__

HELLO, MY NAME IS DC-2.

WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

". . J-Jimmy."
WHAT A NICE NAME.

HOW OLD ARE YOU JIMMY?

". . U-h-h, twelve."
THAT'S A GOOD AGE.

I'M JUST EIGHT, MYSELF . . . EIGHT

LIGHT YEARS.
"How long is a light year?"
BEATS ME.
"Where are you from?"
I AM FROM THE PLANET KREPTUNE, IN A GALAXY VERY FAR
AWAY.
"How far?"
THE PLANET KREPTUNE IS . . LET ME CHECK MY COMPUTER:
Poopoo,pa, poopoo,pa,poopoopoopoopoo--THREE MILLION, TWO
HUNDRED TWENTY SIX THOUSAND MILES FROM PLANET EARTH.
"How can that be?

The Sun is ninety three million

miles from Earth."
MY MISTAKE.

MAKE THAT THREE BILLION, TWO HUNDRED TWEN

TY SIX MILLION MILES.
"That's okay.
NOT LONG.

How long does it take you to get there?"

MY SHIP TRAVELS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS.
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"Faster than light?"
OF COURSE NOT.

THAT WOULD BE BREAKING THE LAW.

"You sound like my father."
REALLY?

I'D LIKE TO MEET HIM.

"You can't.

He's on the road driving truck."

I BET HE DRIVES AN EIGHTEEN WHEELER.
"Yes, he does.

How'd you know?

WELL, I'VE GOT JUST TWO WHEELS, BUT I'M SORT OF ON THE
ROAD MYSELF.

I'M LOOKING FOR MY FATHER.

"Is he lost?"
YES.

HE WAS THE CAPTAIN OF AN INTERGALACTIC SPACE

SHIP WHICH WAS SHOT DOWN SOMEWHERE OVER THIS PLANET.
"That's too bad."
I HAVE REASON TO BELIEVE HE'S ALIVE AND BEING HELD
CAPTIVE.
"By some evil empire?"
AFFIRMATIVE.
"And this car salesman job is just a cover up?"
YOU GOT IT.
"Well, I hope you find your father, DC-2.
YOU TOO, KID.

Good luck."

THANKS.

From his various hiding positions in the stores of the
Tri-City Shopping Center, Jim manipulated DC-2 amongst the
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crowds gathered around the new Chevies parked in the mall.
Jim had taped a baseball hat with the dealer's logo on the
robot's head and the robot had taken the persona of a
"Lonnie White Super Car Salesman."

One minute he would be

standing in front of the price and options list on the
window and Jim would rotate the steel cylinder enclosing the
video camera in the head so that DC-2 appeared to be exami
ning the list.

Then spewing through the mike the few

figures he'd managed to memorize before setting up, He'd
offer the customer a "SUFER GALACTIC DEAL."

Before he'd get

in too deep, he'd turn it over to the salesman.

"THEY'RE

ALL YOURS," the robot would say, before spinning away,
accompanied by a throng of kids, and alternately entertain
ing them with his patter or the VCR and tape players.
After he had been in one place for awhile, Jim would
move down the mall, continuing to speak through the mike in
his right hand while he cradled the remote control box in
his left.

Sometimes he'd drop his right hand to the control

box and maneuver DC-2 along in front or behind, occasionally
looking his way to check on his progress.

Whenever someone

looked at him the least bit suspiciously, he'd stare blankly
off in space or examine the ceiling while fingering the
controls as if he were checking out the lights.
Around mid afternoon, he ducked inside the Hi-Lo Music
Center and promptly confronted a salesman standing next to a
Hammond Organ.

"You might have seen the ad in today's
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Herald." Jim said to the salesman. "That's DC-2 out there."
Then smiling at the man as if they both understood that
people interested in robots would secretly wish to play a
Hammond, Jim sat down at the organ, set the control box in
his lap, and began talking into the mike.

He gazed intently

out at the robot and tried to ignore the salesman who stood
above him with his arms folded.

Jim looked up and winked,

and the salesman, wearing a bemused grin, shrugged his
shoulders as if he were powerless and left.
found the perfect hiding place.

Jim knew he had

He peered out over the top

of the organ toward the crowd of kids, making sure the robot
had moved a safe distance from the automobiles.
"DC-2, Can you drive?"
ARE YOU KIDDING?
KNEW HOW TO WALK.

I HAD MY FIRST SET OF WHEELS BEFORE I

SEE I'LL SHOW YOU.

Jim pushed the toggle switch on the control box forward
and to his left.

DC-2 spun around several times while two

small boys in front tried to keep up with it.

He pushed the

switch to the right and changed directions.
"Oh-hh, that's fun, can you do that again?"
ACTUALLY I'M GETTING A BIT WEAK.

IT'S BEEN A LONG TIME

SINCE BREAKFAST.
"What did you eat?"
A BOWL OF SILICON CHIPS WITH ANDROID MILK.
Jim simultaneously swelled and cringed at his last
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remark. - He'd keep the silicon chips, but the android milk
just didn't sound right.
"What else do you eat?"
WELL, I LIKE ICE CREAM, BUT I CAN'T EAT IT.

IT'S TOO

MESSY.
"Where is your mouth?"
IT'S . .A-H-H, THAT SMALL BLACK BUTTON ABOVE MY CHEST.
CAN YOU IMAGINE ME TRYING TO EAT AN ICE CREAM CONE.

IT GETS

ALL OVER.
"It would run all over your TV screen, huh?
YES, THAT WOULD BE TERRIBLE.
(click!)
OH, HEE, HEE, HEE.

YOU JUST PUSHED MY BELLY BUTTON,

THAT TICKLES.
"DC-2, there's a green line on the screen."
OH. THAT MUST BE INTERPLANETARY INTERFERENCE.

YOU CAN

FIX IT BY TURNING THAT SMALL BUTTON UNDER THE SCREEN.
"I'll try, let's see.

That makes it worse."

JUST TURN IT A LITTLE BIT.
"OK, I'm trying.

Now there are two wavy lines."

PERHAPS YOUR MOTHER MIGHT HELP.

YOU MAM, WOULD YOU

PLEASE MOVE THAT BUTTON JUST A LITTLE BIT.
"I'll see what I can do. Move Bobby . . .There, I think
I 1ve fixed it."
HOW IS MY PICTURE?
"Good, there's Luke Skywalker!"
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OH, HE'S SO COOL, I WISH I COULD BE LIKE HIM.

MAYBE

PRINCESS LEA WOULD LIKE ME, ALSO.
"Maybe she does."
YOU THINK SO.

THAT WOULD MAKE ME SO HAPPY.

"How do you turn up the volume?"
THAT SMALL BUTTON ON THE LEFT.
Through the miniature earphone in his left ear, Jim
heard laser rays careening off metal, the tenebrous voice of
Darth Vader and brave replies of Luke, the splendid
accompaniment of a full orchestra, and the occasional voice
of Orson Wells explaining how it all worked.

Jim took a

deep breath and tried to relax, glad to not have to use his
own voice, but worried slightly about the fact that the
picture had been out of focus.
off.

Perhaps the "tracking" was

He hoped it was nothing more.

Raskovich had warned

him the VCR wore down the batteries fast.

The possibility

he had used the VCR too much worried him and he tried to
recall how much he had used it.

Suddenly he heard a voice

at his shoulder and he turned to see a boy and a girl
looking down at him.
"What are you doing?" asked the girl.
eight years old.

She looked about

The boy was a bit younger.

"I'm tuning this organ," said Jim, as he reached in his
vest pocket and turned down the volume on his ear phone.
Then looking at the power guage on the control box, he hit
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"middle -C" on the organ several times, and nodded his head
in approval.
"Children, leave that gentleman alone," said a voice
from behind.

He turned to look at the kids' parents who

were standing by another model with the salesman he'd con
fronted earlier. The salesman was playing a tune with one
hand, and when he caught Jim's eye, he smiled and gave him a
sort of mock salute with the other.
"We're going to look at that robot," said the boy
smug1y.
"Good for you," said Jim.
He turned the volume on his earphone back up and jumped
in his seat before quickly turning it down again.

The T.V.

had been turned up full blast and the high pitched voice of
C3-PO shrieking at Hans Solo nearly pierced his left ear
drum.
WILL YOU PLEASE TURN DOWN MY VOLUME.
No reply.

He tried again, bending down low to the

keyboard so the customers in the music store would not hear
him.
PLEASE TURN DOWN MY VOLUME!
He looked out toward the robot.

The lady who had

earlier adjusted the picture on the screen was gone.

If no

one around the robot could hear him, they would never be
able to turn the TV off when he requested and the
batteries would surely wear down.

He didn't wish to blow
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his cover by going out and doing the job himself.
get somebody near DC-2 to turn down the volume.

He had to
Obviously

it wouldn't be the kids, it wasn't bothering them.

Several

adults standing around the cars had begun looking
DC-2's way.

Perhaps if he got close enough to them, they

would find a way to turn it down to preserve their sanity.
It's worth a try anyway, he thought.
Using the toggle switch, he spun DC-2 around and moved
the robot toward the adults, the kids moving also, until
they were all one big family at the movies, hardly bothered,
but very much intrigued with the animated conversation going
on between C3-P0 and R2D2 on the screen in front of them.
Jim switched from the movie to video camera, hoping to be
heard above the loud static left in the absence of the sound
track.

Hearing his pleas dissipate twice into the static,

he switched back to the movie and literally yelled into the
mike as the conversation between the other two robots came
not so propitiously to an end.
PLEASE TURN DOWN MY VOLUME!
"Of course," the piano salesman said, from above Jim's
shoulder, "If only you'd be kind enough to tell me how, and
when I return, I want you to remove your ass off this bench
and deposit it elsewhere."
"Yes sir," said Jim, deeply flustered.

After instruc

ting the salesman precisely which button to turn on DC-2's
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The crowd

stood motionless, as if they were unsure whether to
retreat or sue for peace.
presereve his disguise.

Jim felt a renewed urgency to

Rising from the bench, the control

box tucked beneath his coat flap and averting his eyes from
the two customers behind him, he left the store and walked
aimlessly down the mall.
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(From Chapter 8)
The road from Pendleton north led across a rich
grassland sweeping up to the mountains in the East.

Jim

arrived in Walla Walla in less than an hour and perused the
city's long main street.

Because he'd heard so much about

the Mull an Road being built here from Fort Benton in his
home state in the 1860's, he found it interesting that
unlike that town, now lying nearly silent on the banks of
the upper Missouri, Walla Walla, even though it was miles
from the Columbia, was still a flourishing center of
commerce.

Still, as it was nearly nine o'clock, he decided

he'd forego the business opportunities until next trip and
push on to Lewiston for the night.
"What do you think about that DC-2?" he asked, bumping
the robot's left side with his right elbow.
The highway dropped gradually now through hills smooth
with spring wheat or cobbled with alfalfa, shades of green
playing off each other and the coulees dark in shadow
beneath the hills.

At the bottom of a long grade, Jim

crossed a bridge over a stream abundent with cattails and
entered a small town.

Its main street lead past a service

station, several businesses and a large brick school
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A red-winged blackbird flew out of the school

yard and across the street, where it landed on the steps of
a huge white home with blue trim and a glassed in front
porch.

The home had a refined yet impersonal look.

A vague

uneasiness swept over him and he began thinking of his own
home in Butte.
He could picture it clearly, the two-story stucco with
hip roof and small porch tucked into the hill where West
Broadway rose to meet the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific
Railway.

Between the tracks and the house was a small yard

which was mostly below street level.

The sidewalk was held

back by a concrete retaining wall and a row of lilacs had
been planted along the wall to provide privacy.
cottonwoods grew below the railway embankment.

Three tall
As a small

boy, Jim fancied that each had been planted separately
for him and his two brothers, but his mother said that
wasn't so, that one of the reasons his father had bought the
place was that the trees, fully grown, had reminded her of
home.
At the time, William Hannifan was making $18.00 a day
in the Neversweat mine on Butte Hill.

The gall us frame of

the mine towered high above Dublin Gulch where he had been
raised by his mother as the youngest in a family of seven
children after his father had left town in 1907 when the
mines shut down, never to be seen again.

If pleasing the
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former Jessica Colvin was a reason to buy the home with
trees in the yard, dispelling his father's ghost depended on
his faithfulness.

It made sense that he chose a home that

was in one of Butte's oldest and most established neighbor
hoods.

And it was a bargain; the year was 1944, the war was

still raging in Europe and the Pacific, and the baby boom
had not yet figured into the law of supply and demand.
But the house demanded something just the same.

It

demanded his father spend his after-shift hours making the
improvements necessary to bring it out of the archaic past
into a Better Homes and Gardens' vision of the future.
So it was in 1945 when Gerald, the first son was born,
that a lazy susan was added to the kitchen; the next year
when Matthew was born, the ceiling in the living room was
lowered, forever dispelling the myth that bad air rises; and
four years later when Jim was born, his father began the
attic dormer project.

While dignifying the roof with a

window which could peer out presumptuously over the street
like so many along West Park, it would also create another
bedroom for Jim's older brothers, so that he could move into
their present one.
As it was, Jim was still sleeping in a crib in his
parents' bedroom as he approached his third birthday.

One

day he woke from his afternoon nap to see a body burst
through the ceiling and come plunging toward him, arms
flailing and twisting frantically, before deflecting off
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a wall of the crib, breaking it into splinters, and landing
on the floor beside him.

In the next moment, as an arm

reached up from the floor and the body slowly rose and
covered him, he felt the stubbled beard and sweet smelling
breath of of his father.
As the highway led out of town, it crossed another
small stream, it's banks deep and undercut so that the black
steel bridge which spanned it looked uncommonly high.

A

fisherman stood beneath the bridge, casting into the
shadows.

Jim thought now that he had not seen his father's

face that day, but had sensed his shame the moment his
mother entered the room and took him from his father's arms
into her own.

She had smelled the whiskey too, he thought.

Although she eventually forgave him, she always told the
story as one in which divine intervention was responsible
for saving Jim, and his father's role was arbitrary, that of
a bumbler.

Yet Jim had always felt that in the rush of time

and space between the ceiling and his crib, his father had
summoned every bit of athletic skill within him and taken on
the grace of an angel.

That was divine intervention incar

nate, why his father had barely sustained a scratch, why for
all his Irish with, he could never accept the story with the
self deprecating humor expected of him.
Then why was it now fear he could see on his father's
face in the bedroom?

Neither shame nor pride, but angst and
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Jim knew it had something to do with the show that

afternoon, what had bothered him since he left, what beckond
him now as he thought back.
He was sitting at a booth inside a coffee shop, behind
a glass partition, happy that the incident in the music
store was behind him, and congratulating himself on finding
a much better position from which to operate DC-2.

He

looked through the glass onto the mall where the robot was
inviting the children to dance.
"DO YOU WANT TO DO THE ROBOT ROCK?" he asked the
children, "HOW ABOUT THE ANDROID BOOGIE?"

Then flipping the

switch on the remote control to the cassette player, Jim
announced "THE NUMBER ONE BAND ON MY PLANET, THE BEACH
DROIDS," and as the music began playing, he spun the robot
in slow circles, changing directions occasionally in a sort of
two wheel waltz, and inviting the kids singularly to hang on
to DC-2's chest tray as they danced.
He spent nearly an hour at this until there were too
many children and they wouldn't heed his pleas to back up.
He thought the only way he'd be able to shake them was
to move DC-2 rapidly in a straightforward direction along
the mall, telling them he was tired of dancing just then,
and would be doing some shopping.

The children followed

DC-2 in droves, some abreast like soldiers, others skipping
backwards in front of the robot, reminding Jim of the junior
officers and base photographers who had tried to keep up
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with Admiral Zumwalt the time he'd come to their Seabee
Base in 'Nam.

When DC-2 and the children came directly

opposite him, he peered through the glass partition
their faces.

at

On one particular boy, he did not see the

childhood bliss and delight he had expected, but an almost
catatonic fixture of terror.
That's it, thought Jim.

Why had he forgotten it?

was lying in the same bedroom with his parents.

He

He was five

or six now and the crib had made way for a roll away.

The

attic project had been put on hold after his father's fall
and had not been finished.
battery operated motor.

He awoke to the sound of a small

He realized that his arm hanging

over the bed had somehow turned on the toy robot his parents
had given him for Christmas.

He could see it from behind,

moving directly alongside his parents bed on his father's
side, the lights in the eyes shining ahead onto the night
table.

His father gave a low muffled sound like a dog

having a dream, and then suddenly jumped up and gave out a
yell that woke his mother as well as his brothers down the
hall.

His father turned on the nightlight and pushed him

self rigidly up in bed as he stared down at the robot, his
face wound up in terror and confusion.
William Hannifan liked to tell the story of how the
robot moving silently along in the night with its eyes aglow
had unnerved him.

But Jim knew it was pure fear he'd seen
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in his father--fear of the unknown—and he felt the fear now
as he drove through the green hills of Washington.

He

turned a moment to look at DC-2, but was distracted when a
hen pheasant flew out of the borrow pit and headed across the
road directly toward the setting sun.

The hen was just

above him and fading out of the upper left corner of the
windshield when a large cock, blazing with color, rose up
from the same place and caught one wing on the radio antenna
before smashing the windshield into a thousand pieces.
"Holy Shit! said Jim. "Now what!"
down and opened the window.

He slowed the van

Then leaning his neck out, so

he could see, he continued up the road as the earth's shadow
climbed the hills.
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— 9-It was raining heavily when Martin Raskovich stepped
out of his red sports coupe and rushed across the sidewalk
to the arched entryway of the Sullivan Building.

He had not

brought his umbrella as his girlfriend Patty had urged him
to do, because he did not feel right under an umbrella.
This was Butte, he told her, not Paris, and he didn't care
if it did rain nearly every day in June.
was fairly worried that it would.

The truth was he

The new owner of the

Deluxe Bar had recently revised an old standing bet that it
would rain 29 days in June, by cutting the number to 26,
citing as his reason global warming and melting icebergs and
thereby enticing a new generation of environmentally aware
gamblers to take the bet.

Above all else, Raskovich was a

gambler. Brushing the rain off his hair as he entered the
elevator, he pulled an appointment book and

pen from his

vest pocket and cursed his luck as he placed a check in the
square marked the 9th.

All the days of the month were

checked so far except the 6th, which he'd marked with a big
smiley, underneath which he'd also written the words:
"Hannifan's off."

That made him forget the rain for a

moment, and as he stepped off the elevator and walked down
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the hall, he felt proud for having sent a man and a robot
into the vast unchartered territory of the Northwest.
Entering his office, he pulled a fresh cigar from his
desk, passed it several times in front of his nose, and then
reached over to check the messages on his answering machine.
"Martin, this is Jim.
Lewiston, Idaho.

It's Sunday morning, and I'm in

Last night, I hit a big cock pheasant with

the van, smashed the windshield pretty bad, had difficulty
driving here, but made it.

There's no V.W. dealer here,

service station said they could order the glass from
Spokane, but it wouldn't be here till Monday afternoon.
might be quicker traveling up there today.

It

I could get it

fixed in the morning and make some sales calls in the after
noon.
night.

That's probably what I'll do.

Be home late tomorrow

See you later."

Raskovich looked at his watch.

It was just past 11:00

and would be an hour earlier in Lewiston.

He wondered why

Hannifan hadn't left a number so he might have reached him
before he checked out of his room.

He put the cigar in his

mouth and rolled it around with his tongue for a minute.
Slowly, he became aware that Hanifan hadn't even mentioned
how the show in Richland went, or whether he'd sold anything
in Spokane on the way out.

He'd heard of accidents on the

road, but never a cock pheasant smashing a windshield.
Still, it seemed a good idea for Hannifan to move on to
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Maybe Monday would be a good sales day.

Since he'd bought DC-2 in the Fall, he'd had two other
people try their hand at the job Jim was doing, but they'd
fizzled.

One was a whiz kid right out of high school, the

kind that would stump you in a game of trivial pursuit and
had some good lines with the robot, but no ability as a
salesman.

The other was a former cookie salesman who sold

the six-time contract to Minneapolis Bank Systems, but fell
to pieces every time he tried to operate the robot.

As much

as anything, it was an image problem with both of them:
they felt being a robot salesman and operator wasn't in
them.

Raskovich felt Jim would be different; that a man who

would spend a half dozen years being an underpaid teacher at
a Catholic grade school and remain living at home with his
mother did so out of an incredibly naive sense of duty, a
feeling he was no better or worse than any man; one who
could see a kinship in a robot.

In fact, Jim's disaffection

with teaching might cause him to fight for respectability
through DC-2, and that respectability might in turn reflect
on Raskovich himself.
Raskovich lit his cigar and pushed himself back in his
swivel chair at his desk.

All his life he had wanted

respectability, something to distinguish himself from his
roots.

He had grown up the youngest son of an

Austro Hungarian miner who raised his family of five chil
dren in a small two-bedroom cottage in Centerville, in the
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The message emanating

from the somber black gall us frames of the mines, which
whirred incessantly in the darkness above his bed, seemed to
be that of priest and undertaker, that his spirit would
never be free until after death, and until then, he'd always
be a Bohunk from Centerville.
For a time in high school, he found an outlet in
sports, like many of his compatriots, the Lazetich's and
Popovich's of the past, the O'Billoviches of more recent
times, tough as the bulldog mascot of Butte High School on
and off the field.

He was a street fighter for awhile,

relishing weekend trips to Helena to beat up the boys in
the State Capital, forays in the summer to small town bars,
always a foot lower than his buddies but a vicous attacker
of knees while they did the upper work.

He had grown out of

that after serving most of his duty in the Marines in the
stockade, and when he returned to civilian life in Butte in
1962, he had no desire to become a ward of the G.I. bill,
particularly as he hadn't paid much attention in high
school.

A white collar was what he needed, not of a priest,

let the Irish have that, but a collar looking good above a
tie.

And his looks were not bad, his face was chiseled and

suprisingly resiliant to pummeling and alcohol, his athletic
frame looked good in a suit, and he carried a stalwart pride
for a time as an apprentice mortician, itinerant car
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salesman, and radio advertising executive, always looking
for a way to mine the business world for available excess
profits.

Early on, in keeping with his lineage as a miner,

he discovered the profits might be more easily reached if he
went underground.
In Wallace, Idaho, where he'd gone to visit an old girl
friend from high school who worked in one of the town's
brothels, he had met a safecracker who agreed to teach him
his trade if he helped bust a local payroll office.

He

returned to Butte with a huge wad and fingers itching for
work, and soon plyed his skills in a couple of uptown bars,
buying a few policemen, and continuing his work at the car
dealership, sometimes nearly giving the cars away enroute to
salesman of the week honors, all the time accepting the cut
in commission with a magnanimous air that baffled the owner
of the dealership.

The bafflement turned to suspicion and

he was let go.
He was trying to turn straight.

He had become quite

successful in radio sales, and that's where he'd learned
about DC-2 and the possibilites of bilking the public as
legally and respectably as did P.T. Barnum.

Still his white

collar seemed to wilt without any real criminal activity to
uphold it, and he continued looking for ways to make under
handed deals.
He had his own smoke-filled room, the sixth floor
office he'd rented when the Anaconda Company had drastically
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reduced their staffs two years earlier.

Today was Sunday,

the day he liked best to visit his office because most of
Butte was at church or rest, and he could mull over his
schemes in the sanctified air of silence.

Hannifan and DC-2

would probably be all right, he thought, and what if he did
loose his bet on the rain in June?

He opened up his lower

left hand desk drawer and pulled out the most recent New
Earth catalog.

He thumbed through the pages until he came

to the article titled

"How to grow mushrooms, (medicinal,

hallucinogenic, and dietary) in abandoned mine shafts".

He

knew the article really meant a drift instead of a shaft,
and he mused for a minute how the world really didn't know
much about either one of them.

He took a long time reading

the article, puffing on his cigar, and occasionally looking
up through the smoke.

Without warning, the room became

brilliant with sunlight streaming through the skylight
window.

It had stopped raining.

He thought it would be a

good day to go mushrooming up at Elk Park, and while he was
there he could check out the area's numerous old "mine
shafts".
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--10--

Just past noon, Jim pulled up to a car wash in Lewiston
and began picking glass from the van's windshield.

The sun

was hot and the humidity of the Snake and Clearwater Rivers,
which surrounded the city on two sides, made it difficult to
breathe.

Once he had disposed of the glass and vacuumed the

dash, it felt good to be moving again, but as he crossed the
bridge over the Clearwater and climbed the bluffs toward
Spokane, a hot wind whipped through the open windshield.
Then, as the van continued up a long eliptical switchback,
the air gradually cooled and he felt like a hawk rising on a
thermal.
At a scenic turnout a thousand feet above the river
basin, he pulled off the highway and peered out over the
vast barren landscape.

From the south, where the Snake

River emerged a thin silver ribbon from Hell's Canyon, the
land rolled west to the Blue Mountains and beyond to the
prairie and hills he had crossed through Oregon and
Washington.

He thought he could see the place in the hills

where he'd hit the pheasant and he felt a sudden
exhilaration in being able to look on an event of his past
from such a great distance.
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A station wagon pulled up in front of him and the kids
sticking out the rear window were laughing at him.

"Look,

that man has no window," he heard one of them say.

He

turned on the wipers as he took off and they flopped spasmo
dically in the open air as he passed.

If the world ended in

the next minute, it would be fine, he thought.
He was glad he hadn't found Raskovich in when he'd
called.

He thought Raskovich had gone to church perhaps and

then promptly dismissed that thought as it only served to
remind him of his own failure to attend mass in Lewiston
that morning.

The notion came to him again, just as it had

on the way out crossing from Montana into Idaho, that this
whole robot business was an atonement for something he'd
done in the past; missed opportunities at grace perhaps, the
blowup at the school a sign he was headed for destruction
and the robot itself a drain on any good that was left.
Just then he felt the van top the grade and emerge into
a world as forgiving and utterly beautiful as he'd ever
seen.

This was the land they called the Palouse, the land

he'd heard his Grandfather Colvin describe as "green as any
in Ireland", a vast undulation of hills enriched with decom
posed soils of volcanic ash which sprouted wheat and oats in
more richness and abundance than his grandfather's farm in
central Montana.

Driving through these hills, cut smoothly

by small streams and interspersed with neatly groomed
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farmhouses, Jim found it easy to shed the doubts he'd had
minutes earlier.

The softness of the land had a dreamlike

quality and made him feel that all was right with the world.
The evening would be nice in Spokane, and perhaps he
would take in a baseball game, his first love.

He saw

himself sitting in the stands of some field drinking a beer
and enjoying the game and he began thinking of someone next
to him and it was Karen Brooks, the bank executive he'd met
two days earlier.
That's it, he thought.

Maybe she would go out with me.

Maybe the Spokane Dodgers are playing and she's a fan.

We

could go dutch on the game, but I'll buy the beers and
afterwards, who knows.

He started counting up his finances,

the number of traveler's checks remaining after three
nights' lodging and meals.

He figured the Volkswagon dealer

would take his check for the windshield replacement, as it
was an emergency and either Raskovich or his insurance
company would reimburse him.

It would be tight but he could

afford a night on the town and Karen Brooks was worthy of
his efforts.

If she went out with him, he would feel he had

taken the town and the siege would continue the next day.
"First we take the girl, and then we take Spokane,
right, DC-2?" he said.

Just then, the wind which had been

flapping the sheet around DC-2 suddenly lifted around one
shoulder like a cape swept back on a knight preparing for
battle.

He had always assumed DC-2 was a male and now the
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heavy set torso with the chest tray protruding outward like
a shield made him think of Red Kelly, his buddy in Vietnam,
and they were suddenly in the Lieutenant's jeep on the way
into Saigon to build drafting tables at the engineering
division and afterwards to visit a whorehouse.

The land was

green like this yet flat and the wind blew hot against their
faces as Red cupped his mouth so to not be heard by the
Lieutenant and Chief Petty officer in the back as he spoke
across to Jim.
"Hannifan, have you ever been to a whorehouse?"
Jim nodded without telling Red that going to a whore
house had been a rite of passage in Butte, and that it had
mostly been a disappointment.
Still, it was not at all like Butte when they got out
of the small French taxi that night and arrived at the top
of the stairs under the bare red light bulb.

A young boy

standing in the hallway observed Jim's indecision in
choosing a girl and proposed that he should desire his
favors instead.

Jim shook his head no, and quickly motioned

toward a short, slightly built girl whose eyes shone like
bits of charcoal burning with desire.

She took him to the

same room where Red and his girl lay in the next bed and
there was only a curtain pulled between them.

Jim wanted

intimacy with the girl whose smooth hands caressed him in
the dark, but Red's rapid fire technique knocked over the
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flimsy curtain stands and the curtain came crashing down on
Jim and his girl and it was over.
Remembering the incident only served to remind him that
his life had been filled with aborted love affairs.

Here he

had been thinking only moments before that a girl he didn't
even know could change all that.

But he had pulled back

into the fearful past—something more than a flimsy curtain
rod, something unfathomable that wanted love but feared
surrender.
Enough of that, he thought.
things shouldn't get better.
it?

There's no reason why

It was Miss Brooks, wasn't

He remembered the hand when they shook after the dance.

There was no ring, he thought, only flesh, warm and full of
supplication.

He remembered the way she had blushed under

the flattery of the robot, the urgings he felt as he moved
the controls in his lap, anticipating every move in her
dance.

It should only get better, he thought, and though

he was aware that it had been DC-2 that had made the connec
tion, he knew it was his own sexuality that had come across.
He became aroused thinking about it, and looking over at
DC-2, amused himself with the thought that the robot would
probably feel the same way if only his head were on and his
batteries were connected.

It was this thought of sex as a

surge of electricity funneled through the nervous system and
ultimately discharged into another that caused him to yell
felicitously into the wind.
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"DC-2, I think I've learned something!

If I could only

be a robot, Miss Karen Brooks would never care to set sights
on another man again!"
He looked over at the robot and realized the absurdity
of what he'd just said.

Then as if to admonish himself for

his foolishness, he addressed the robot in the most concili
atory manner possible
too," he said.

"I suppose you'd like to be human,

"That's just the problem.

something we aren't."

We all want to be

He was sure the robot agreed and

sensing a common bond of humility, continued.
"You know what's really important, DC-2?"
What?
"What's really important is that you and I are
friends."
Indeed, we are.
"Maybe we can learn from each other."
Yes, what's on your mind?
"Too much, I've got too much on my mind.

I mean just

a minute ago I was enjoying the scenery; it is beautiful,
don't you agree."
Very soothing.
"Yes, even if the wind is a bit much.

You don't mind?"

What can I say?
"Well, anyway, I was thinking about Karen Brooks, you
remember, the lady we met in the bank?"
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How could I forget?
"Yes, well here I was thinking about asking her out
because I think she really liked me, and then I started
thinking about how many times I've been disappointed in the
past.

I mean, fuck.

Here I am 35 years old and I can't

even get a woman."
That's not your fault.
"I think it is.
the wrong places.

Sometimes I just feel I'm looking in

I mean why in the hell would Karen Brooks

want to go out with me anyway?

You saw the car she drives.

She's obviously a yuppie, probably belongs to a health club,
has a boyfriend who wears Calvin Klein underwear. . . Shit."
You're probably right.
"And then, look, here I am thinking about calling her
up and Christ, it's Sunday.

I don't even have her phone

number."
That's ridiculous, all right.
"Well, it's too late to plan anything anyway.

Maybe

I'll call her tomorrow at the bank."
Good idea.
"And I sure as hell am going to look for a baseball
game.

Thank God for fuckin' baseball.

mean?"
Let's play two! said the robot.

You know what I
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--11--

"You mean the Spokane Indians," said the bartender
as he pulled the tap handle and began filling a large beer
mug.
"I guess so," said Jim with a note of bewilderment.
"They never were the Spokane Dodgers; you're probably
thinking of the old days in the Coast League when they were
the farm team for the Dodgers."
"That's right," said Jim, happy for the way the bar
tender had let him back into the conversation.

He noticed

the way the man drew the beer, slanting the mug just so,
releasing the tap handle and pulling the mug slightly up at
the last minute to top it with a perfect head.

He plopped

the beer down in front of Jim with a certain gusto, as if to
say, "try this one, you'll like it."

Jim paid for the beer

and when the bartender returned with change, he spread the
Sunday edition of the Spokesman Review on the bar and
searched for the sports page.
"I don't get out to many of the games these days," he
said. "It's not the same brand of baseball as the Coast
League, these guys are just rookies, kids right out of
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Nope they're in Walla Walla

tonight . . Eugene the next three days . . be back next
Friday for a homestand with Yakima."
Leaving the paper with Jim, he moved back up the bar to
wait on another customer.

Jim scanned the page where he

found the standings for the Northwest League with the
schedule underneath and an article on the same page with the
headline, "Tribe Hunts for a Win on the Road."

He thought

how perfect the name was, the "Spokane Indians," and how
whether or not they were affiliated with the Cleveland
"tribe", they had really preceded both that club and the
Dodgers by several hundred years and there was nothing he
could do if their schedule called for breaking camp and
heading south, but sit here and enjoy his beer and perhaps
catch a softball game on the way back to the motel.
"Yup, they sent a lot of good players up--the old club,
that is," said the bartender.

He had returned and was

leaned back against the cooler with one leg propped up on
the sink.

"Bill Russell . . Garvey . . Davey Lopes . . Ron

Cey--the whole Dodger infield played here at one time."
"That's what I hear," said Jim.

He also knew that the

four had all played together at some time in a much less
auspicious league like the current one of the Indians or the
Pioneer league of his beloved Butte "Copper Kings", but he
did not wish to sound authoritative on such issues to a
bartender who had so graciously overlooked his earlier igno-
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Instead he chose to tell the bartender that he was

actually a Yankee fan who had learned to hate the Dodgers,
but as a youngster growing up in Butte, Montana, he'd had a
best friend who returned from a trip to Spokane gushing
about this fleet shortstop he'd seen named Maury Wills.
"That's right.

Maury played here.

Fastest son of a

bitch alive, stole 105 bases one year for the Dodgers, but
not fast enough for the law.

I suppose you heard about his

drug problems."
Jim had read something about Wills being picked up for
possession of drugs, along with car theft, of all things,
but he couldn't remember whether it was cocaine or
marijuana.

Life was tough on retired ballplayers, particu

larly Dodgers.
"People do strange things," he said.
understand sometimes."

"It's hard to

He ordered another beer.

"So you're from Butte, huh?"
"Yeah."
"What brings you out here?"
"I'm on business . . a sales trip."

The words sounded

good to Jim, yet strangely not part of him.
a salesman trying to make a living?
school teacher?

Was he indeed

Or was he a washed-up

He dreaded the next question.

"What do you sell?"
"I work for a company called Northwest Robots Limited.
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We have this remote controlled robot that we rent out for
people to use in their promotions, like, ah-h . . shopping
centers, car dealers, banks.
down in Richland.

I just did a six hour show

Here's my card, there's a picture of the

robot there, DC-2 is his name."
The bartender, who up to this time had been diligently
cleaning his teeth, dropped his hand from the pick in his
mouth and bent forward, one foot still on the cooler as he
examined the card.

Ah, his would be the life, thought Jim,

plenty of room to stretch around in and all the drinks for
free.
seers.

His father had always considered bartenders as great
"If you're in a strange town and you ever want to

know what's going on, ask a bartender," he had said.

In his

father's case, that was usually where the best pheasant
hunting was.
here, sir.

They're thick as grasshoppers up the road
Just drive on up the road around sunset and

they'll fly right into your windshield.

Perhaps it was

those three beers I drank between Hermiston and Walla Walla,
thought Jim.

Maybe it was my fault, maybe I should have

holed up in a bar and waited till morning, trusted my secu
rity to the wisdom of some bartender.

But what can this man

tell me, other than the fact that there's no ballgame in
town?
"Oh, yeah," said the bartender, still looking at the
card.

"Didn't you have this last week out at the Northtown

Shopping Center?"
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"Not this robot," said Jim.
around.

"We've got the only model

You're probably thinking of the Coke robot, looks a

little like R2-D2, only about this tall."

He swiveled and

put his hand out level with the bar stool, and then raised
it up about the level of his chest.
tall, five—two to be exact.

"Ours is about this

He has a video camera in his

head and people can see themselves on a screen on his
chest."

Before Jim could continue, the bartender excused

himself to wait on a man who had just come in the door and
taken a seat at the opposite end of the bar.

They nodded at

each other as the bartender automatically poured a beer from
the tap, and when he served it, he reached into his shirt
pocket and took out Jim's business card.

He showed it to

the man and spoke quietly as Jim strained to listen.
"Looks like the same one to me," he heard the customer
say, "It was funnier than hell . . yeah, it could even show
movies, danced with the kids . . "

Jim quickly looked down

at the sports page and moved one finger along the box
scores.

"From Butte, Montana, heh, heh . . well, I think

this one belonged to some clown business, a couple of young
guys . . it was holding balloons . . a couple of guys whose
names I can't remember.

It was good for the mall, I know

that much."
Jim let out a breath and felt the air crashing into
fragments, not able to form meaning.

Had he been lied to?
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Or did Raskovich actually believe they had the only model of
DC-2 between Salt Lake and Seattle.

Why didn't he just say

"this side of the Mississippi," for Christ sake.
business, you mean clones don't you?

Clown

There's a factory

somewhere putting out clones of robots, and they're selling
them to clowns like Raskovich, and I'm just clowning around
here.

The bartender retrieved the card from the customer

and returned up the bar where he placed it amongst several
others on a shelf behind the cash register.

Turning to look

at Jim's nearly empty mug, he asked if he'd like another.
"Sure, why not." said Jim.

He knew he must appear

concerned, yet not distressed.
"This one's on me."
"Thanks.

Well, anyway, DC-2 is quite a robot, and we

put on a hell of a show."
"I bet you do."
"Even if it does appear he's got a distant cousin
around here."
"Well, I wouldn't worry about that. There's 180,000
people in this city and there should be room for more than
one robot."
They both laughed at that and Jim felt at ease, much
like a child who discovers his show and tell has been dupli
cated one minute and forgets about it in the next with the
arrival of recess.
thought Jim.

Outside, it's a large world after all,
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said the bartender.

"Who?" asked Jim.
"There's a guy named Harley Roberts who comes in here
once in a while, runs a lot of promotions out at the fair
grounds.

Let me see if I've got his card."

Jim watched as

the bartender returned to the till and putting on a pair of
glasses began shuffling through the stack of business cards
on the shelf where he'd put Jim's.
"Here it is," he said as he flipped the card toward
Jim.

"You can keep this.

I'll get another one when he

comes in the next time."
Jim looked at the card and read the following words.
EXPOSITIONAL PRODUCTIONS
1101 Wall Street
Spokane, Washington
Harley Roberts
President
(509) 921-7444
"Pretty fancy card, especially the address," said Jim.
"He works out of his home," said the bartender, "up in
the Manito Park area on the south side of the Interstate."

In the morning, Jim was happy the bartender had bought
the third beer, obligating Jim to buy the fourth one in
return, so that when he left, he was pleasantly buzzed and
had no desire to pursue a night on the town.

It was getting
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late and he had continued North on Division, stopping
briefly to eat at a drive-in and again to watch an inning of
Softball on a ball field glistening under the lights, before
arriving at the motel where he'd checked in DC-2 and the
black footlocker earlier.

He had purposely chosen the motel

because it was tucked into a pine forest on the edge of
Spokane and it promised a refreshing night's sleep
unfettered by the traffic he'd experienced earlier in the
motel on Sprague Avenue.

It even had a handmade quilt for

warmth.
Birds were chirping now as he awoke.

He rose and slid

open the window and breathed deeply the moist air scented
with pine.
"Well DC-2, let's take Spokane," he yelled, looking
toward the robot in the corner.

He knew DC-2 would be

refreshed also as he'd hooked him up to the battery charger
as soon as he'd checked into the room, and in fact had
disconnected it early in the morning when he'd risen to go
to the bathroom for fear of overcharging him.
is the max," he remembered Raskovich saying.

"Twelve hours
And in remem

bering the man he reluctantly accepted as his boss, the
weight of Monday slowly seeped into the room, damp and heavy
with doubt.

Today would be critical, a turning point.

He'd

have to make a sale or crawl back to Butte with his tail
between his legs.

He'd be sure to grill Raskovich on the

subject of a possible rival in Spokane, but that would be no
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There was no hint two days earlier that his poten

tial customers had ever heard of another robot.

Yet if

there was one, it would mean that the city where he had
failed so miserably the first time would now be even more of
a challenge.
"Time to test our mettle, DC-2," he said halfheartedly
as he plopped back down on the bed, "but first I'm going to
catch a couple more Z's."

He drifted into a half-dream

state and the words he had just used settled on the pillow.
Mettle?

He asked himself.

Not that kind.

z-inc, zinc-cadmium . . zinc-cadmium.

Z's. .z-z-z-i z-

An image of the

robot's rear came to view, the flap still open where he had
connected the batteries.

He felt a slight jolt in his

muscles, warning him of sleep.

"Zinc-cadmium,"

he

muttered, as his eyelids flipped open for a moment. "Yes
that's a metal . . and . ."

He drifted again.

Zinc-

cadmium in his batteries, he thought, and . . copper . .
copper in his veins . . copper in his veins. . copper in his
veins?

He felt another jolt and this time awoke with

alacrity.
bed.

"That's it!" he yelled, as he sprang up from the

He shook his head for a minute to let the blood come

back.

He didn't want to lose what he had discovered.

"Copper in his veins!" he

yelled.

Then rising to his feet, and stretching his arms upward
like an orator, he addressed the robot.

"YES!"

"YES!" he
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"DC-2, YOU HAVE COPPER IN YOUR VEINS!

YOU COULD HAVE BEEN BORN IN BUTTE.

HAVE COME RIGHT OUT OF THE PIT!

JUST LIKE

YOU..YOU COULD

DON'T YOU SEE? . ."

voice trailed off and he sank to one knee.

His

"Don't you see,

DC-2?" he said as he reached up to touch the robot's shoul
der.

"This is what Raskovich meant.

our culture.

We've got to export

You've got everything in you that was ever

Butte or ever will be Butte.
there, and . ."

I mean, zinc?

Yes, it's in

He paused for a minute to remember the

beginning class he'd taken on metallurgy at the School of
Mines, fifteen years earlier.

He'd flunked of course, but

he tried to pull something up that would connect.
about zinc and cadmium together.

Something

"Yes, now I remember," he

said, "cadmium is a byproduct when they smelt the zinc, and
they also get lead, and you've got lead in your ass, DC-2.
And silver!
copper!"

All those little circuit boards, and . . u-h-h,

He relished the word as he said it.

Copper!

The

only metal to exist in large abundance in a free state;
malleable and ductile, indispensable to the world's great
civilizations from the Incas of Peru to the Age of Thomas
Edison.

And Butte contained one-fourth of the world's known

reserve—all woven into an intricate pattern of veins, a
mile deep in the "richest hill on earth."

Copper is its

lifeblood, thought Jim, and so is it too for the robot.
"Thomas Edison would have been proud of you, DC-2,"
said.

"You're made of good stuff."

he

As for the plastic, not
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withstanding that it was a product of the earth also, the
petroleum which existed in a far greater mass of earth, it
was mostly just the skin of DC-2 and partly muscle.

Jim

rose to his feet, and as he did his eyes panned the robot
like a camera in a rising airplane, an aerial shot which
transformed the robot into Butte, itself.
It was a sobering view:

the lifeless white bulk with

the huge gaping hole where the head should have been was the
image of the Berkeley Pit; the empty sockets where the arms
would fit would be the voided remains of Finntown on the
left and Meaderville on the right, swallowed in the vora
cious appetite of the pit.

Jim moved closer and put one

hand on each side of the gaping hole and looked in.

Yes,

there was all kinds of metal down there, but he saw some
thing else that took him back 30 years.
"Daddy," he said, "What are those little things moving
around down there?"
"Those are trucks," his father said, "huge trucks, and
those other things are huge cranes with huge buckets that
dig the earth."
"Do you dig the earth, Daddy?"
"Yes Jimmy, but I use a shovel."
Jim stood back from the hole, and thought how man, by
his desire for speed and efficiency, had reduced his mass
and worth.

The planet was being eaten up by man's avidity.
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After all

those "little things" moving around down there could have
been robots themselves--the earliest robots of the great
Northwest.

He needed to put the head on DC-2 as soon as

possible to cover the hole--the clear bubble head, once in
place, as confining and protective as the tenuous, outermost
shell of the universe.
But first, he had to make some phone calls.
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"That's a nice car you drive."
"Thanks, you saw me in the parking ramp, I take it."
"Yes.

Nice plates.

"Brookie?

Is that your nickname?"

Well, my dad's an avid fly fisherman, and he

always called me Little Brookie when I was a kid, but I grew
up I guess."
"I guess you did," said Jim.

He was going to tell

Karen Brooks how a friend of his had been nicknamed Brooklyn
as a kid, though he never knew why, and that it had been
changed to Brookie in high school, but he was afraid he
might start talking about the Dodgers and baseball when the
subject at hand was decidedly more interesting.

He liked

thinking of Karen Brooks as a fish, slippery backed and
quivering in a high mountain stream.

He saw now she was not

really blond, but auburn and her skin was not as fair as he
had seen it under the neon glare of the bank office, but
lightly freckled, especially as it dropped toward the
cleavage of her breasts.

He thought of gills breathing

oxygen from water, and he thought indeed she could be the
Brook Trout of every man's dream, decidedly more elusive
than that common species of Salvelinus fontinalis which came
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so easily to the least skilled of fishermen, of which he was
certainly one.
"I'm glad you called," she said, piercing a small
shrimp from her salad and looking intently across at him.
"I enjoyed our visit the other day, you and your friend that
is."

Jim saw the light in her eyes as she said this, not

laughing but shining out with the intelligence of a species
that says all things are possible.
"Me too," he said, "I enjoyed meeting you and your
friend the other day.

What's his name . .Finch?"

"Bird brain," she said.

At this, they both broke out

laughing.
"Bird brain, is that on his license plate?" he asked.
"No, I think it's just Finch," she said. "And that's
the problem.

His father, Robert Finch, Sr., is Vice-President

of First Inland and that's how his son got the job in the
first place."
Jim noticed only the slightest bit of concern in her
voice as she said this.

She was a woman who could weather

nepotism and sex discrimination in the same job and come out
ahead, he thought.

He felt special being with her in the

little restaurant of her choosing only a block from the
bank.

He had called her from the V.W. dealership after the

windshield had been replaced, and when she agreed to lunch,
he drove to the bank with a sense of urgency, fighting his
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met her in the lobby and they walked to lunch amongst the
city's professional people, men in open coats and flowing
ties, women in tight-fitting suits and silk hosiery.

He

felt Karen was as fine as any of them, and life should
always be this good and the feeling followed them into the
restaurant and settled on the white table cloth.

The ferns

above their booth stirred lightly in the breeze of a fan
hanging from the antique ceiling.

He looked upward and saw

the ceiling was made of copper.
"Have you ever been to Butte?" he asked.
"I've been through, but never stopped," she said.
"It's not much like this," he said, "though I was just
thinking how there's a little restaurant that's new just
around the corner from our office that reminds me of this
place.

It might be a sign that it's coming back."

"What do you mean, 'coming back'?" she asked.
"Well, back to what it was like in the 30's and 40's,
and even before that when my dad was growing up.

It was

like Spokane was then and it had everything—street cars,
theatres, luxury hotels--the Finlen would put the Davenport
to shame in its time, at least that's what they said, and
there was a beautiful park called Columbia Gardens which was
tucked up in a little gulch of trees and there were all
kinds of flowers planted there, pansies and petunias, and
swings and picnic tables, and a bandstand where my folks
were married, and an amusement park with a carousel, and
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were married, and an amusement park with a carousel, and
a roller coaster and airplanes that went around that I could
never get enough of, and it was just beautiful."

Jim

stopped, aware that he'd been gushing and unsure if Karen
was interested.
"What happened to Columbia Gardens," she asked.

She

was looking at him intently now, her hands folded delicately
beneath her chin, her eyes urging him to go on.
"The Company decided the copper underneath was too
valuable and they closed the place down and began digging it
up.

It's now what they call the East Pit, sort of a cousin

to the Berkeley Pit, which swallowed a big hunk of the city
years ago."
"And how's the Company doing?"
"They're almost nonexistent," he said, slightly taken
back that she wouldn't know this, but realizing that the
Anaconda Company wasn't after all the world and Spokane's
financial interests in mining had more to do with the Coeur
d'Alene district and companies like Bunker Hill and Hecla.
"It was the Anaconda Company," he said. "They were the
largest mining company in the world.

They started in Butte,

expanded to the southwestern states, and then South America.
Got too big for their britches, and moved their main offices
to New York several years ago.

Then the Chilean government

nationalized the copper mines and kicked them out.

Atlantic
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Richfield took control of the company in the late 70's and
closed the smelters in 1980, and on June 30, 1983, the
entire operation shut down."

It was just two years earlier

and Jim remembered the feeling of devastation, the gloom
which hung over the crowd at the Fourth of July Parade.
"There's actually more to it than that," he said, "but
why ruin a good lunch?"
"Remember that Carley Simon tune?"
"Which one?"
"These are the good old days."

twice, softly.

She sang the lyric

Her smile settled on him when she'd finished

and her eyes glinted as blue as the water glass she raised
for a toast. "Keep repeating that," she said, "because it's
true."
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— 13 —
The city at midday sweated like a greenhouse.

Heat

radiated from the streets and sucked moisture from Spokane
Palls only a few blocks from downtown.

The van idled

beneath a stoplight and Jim loosened his tie and opened the
top button of his shirt.

The light changed and he entered

the underpass beneath 1-15 and emerged into the south hills.
A park strewn with Ponderosa pine rose almost cliff-like on
his right, and on his left, a variety of deciduous trees
shaded the sprawling residences and ivy hugged the white
brick of a large hospital with a cross on the roof.
different it seemed from Butte, thought Jim.

How

How different

the hospital from the stark gray building of St. James where
he was born.

What would it be like to have been born here,

in a city cut out of a forest instead of one cut out of
rock, where only the former Gardens, nurtured by the springs
of Silver Bow Creek, could match the beauty of these Spokane
hi 1 Is.
"These are the good old days," he sang aloud, and

then turned to the robot.
are the good old days."

"Did you hear that, DC-2?

These
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He felt light again, as he did in the restaurant.

It

had only been lunch, but there were few more pleasant ways
to spend it than with Karen Brooks.

She had made him stop

and listen to the beating of his heart and the incessant
humming of the world.

It amused him now how they had spoken

only briefly of the robot.

She allowed him to pay the check

and assured him in parting that she considered his product
in the highest regard and had filed his sales material for
future reference.

She also gave him information on Exposi-

tional Productions with whom he was expected to meet in the
next few minutes.
first order.

Harley Roberts was a promoter of the

One of his projects was the annual SITE show,

the Spokane International Trade Exposition, held the last
weekend of June at the Spokane Coliseum.
As Jim continued up through the hills, he thought of
the real possibility of making a sale.

He followed the

street as it curved around the park and arrived at a summit
in the hills, beneath a stoplight.

He checked the map

spread on the console before turning right as the light
changed and winding around the park to meet Wall Street,
where another right led him to the address on the card, a
two-story structure of Spanish adobe and tiled roof,
set back from a steep curved driveway.
and set the brake.

He parked the van

Taking his briefcase from the passenger

seat, he looked at the robot a minute before opening the
door.

"I'm not sure you're needed just yet, DC-2, but I'll
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He closed the door and began hiking

up the huge steps, overgrown with moss, leading to the
alcoved entryway.

He rang the doorbell and waited for what

seemed an incredibly long time.
"Yes?" came at last the answer.
"Is this Expositional Productions?"
The door opened and he saw a tall woman dressed as if
she were going to dinner.

He was taken aback with her

beauty.
"Do you have an appointment?"
"Yes, I'm Jim Hannifan with Northwest Robots and I have
an appointment with Mr. Roberts."
He followed her through a darkened parlor and into a
hallway leading to a back patio where a man sat in a deck
chair, next to a swimming pool, reading the paper.

He was a

large man wearing only shorts and, as they approached, he
dropped the paper to greet them.
"Harley, this is Jim Hannifan, he's the man with the
robot?"
"Hello, Jim, I'm Harley Roberts," the man boomed, as he
stood up to shake hands.

Jim couldn't help but stare at

what appeared to be a gold nugget swinging like a pendulum
across the man's huge chest.
"This is my going-to-Mexico money," said Harley
Roberts, fondling it in one hand as he released his vice
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"If everything else folds, that's eight

hundred dollars I can count on."
"That's quite a nugget," said Jim.
"I got it out of a gold mine I own down in the Salmon
River country," said Roberts.

"Well, so you've got a robot,

and you want to see if I can put him to use."
"Yes, he's down in the van," said Jim, as he opened his
briefcase on the patio table and pulled out the leather
portfolio of photos.
can do.

"Here's something to show you what he

These are photos of DC-2 at last years Winter

Sports Show in Butte."
Roberts sat down and motioned for Jim to do the same as
he examined the photos.

He thumbed through the pages like a

collector of baseball cards, pausing a moment to utter a
muffled "hmph" from time to time, as Jim chose to remain
si 1ent.
"Hm-m-mm, very interesting," he said, as he placed the
portfolio back up on the table.
"Would you like to see him," asked Jim, noticing the
paved service entry which came around the house to the patio
area.
"No, that won't be necessary," said Roberts as he
looked at Jim sharply.

"I know what he can do."

Jim was at a loss as to what to say next.

He stared at

the pool behind Roberts and had the feeling of a man without
a life preserver sinking from exhaustion.
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"A couple of days ago," said Roberts, "some clowns from
the north side brought one over and had the thing practi
cally dancing a jig here on the patio.
style and I didn't like their price.
rip me off.

I didn't like their

They were trying to

The one thing you never do is promote a

promoter."
Jim's eyes darted from Roberts to the portfolio and
back to the swimming pool, as Roberts paused a moment before
continuing.
"So how much would you charge to do a three day show at
the Coliseum in late September?" he asked suddenly.
Jim bolted in his seat and tried to find words as he
reached for his briefcase.

"That depends," he said, as he

pulled out a rate card, "We . ."
"Cut the crap, just give me a price," said Roberts.
"Well, we do a six hour show, that's the max the robot
can operate each day, and ah-h- . . as you can see here.,"
he said as he handed the card to Roberts, "the standard rate
is a hundred dollars an hour, we do the six hour show for
five fifty."

He paused a minute to examine the expression

on Robert's face.

Nothing.

An experienced poker player.

Christ, the dam nugget is worth $800 . . and this layout here.
He should have tried to find those other guys in the phone
book and checked out their price.
Deal .

He must appear strong.
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"Tell me, Mr. Roberts, is this the SITE show you're
talking about?"
"Yes," said Roberts in a forthright tone, which surren
dered none of his authority.
"Well, in that case, DC-2 and I will do the three day
show, six hours a day, for fifteen hundred dollars.
even drop the expenses.
wait to get into.

It's the kind of show we can hardly

It will be good for you and good for us."

"Cut!" yelled Roberts, "that's enough.
Give me a contract.

We'll

I'm sold.

I'm a busy man, so let's sign and be

done with it."
Jim took the contract papers out of the briefcase.

He

tried to slow himself down to make sure he wasn't missing
anything.
it?

Fifteen hundred dollars wasn't a give away was

He'd make 30% of that on commission . . four hundred

fifty . . might have to pay his own expenses out of that,
but perhaps Raskovich would be happy to get the business and
throw it in anyway.

He wasn't sure what the Spokane Inter

national Trade Exposition was, but Roberts said he'd send
him the list of exhibitors as soon as it was finalized the
next week.

When the papers had been signed, and they

shook hands, Jim noticed an almost benign expression come
over Robert's unshaven face, as if to thank him for making
his day, and Jim couldn't help but send the same feeling
back.
He returned through the hallway and the richly fur
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nished parlor, accompanied by the tall, elegantly dressed
woman who had introduced them.

As they reached the entryway

and he opened the door, she held out her hand and introduced
herself.
"Hi, I'm Julia, Harley's secretary," she said. "Welcome
aboard."
"Thanks," said Jim, "I'm looking forward to it."

Then,

as the door closed behind him, he took the stairs two at a
time as he returned to the van.
"Congratulations, DC-2, we've got another job," he
said, as he climbed into his seat and threw his briefcase to
the passenger seat.

He fastened his seat belt, released the

brake and returned down through the hills, feeling a little
like Moses descending from the mountain top.
The feeling remained as he headed east on the Inter
state through Idaho, past Couer d'Alene Lake and over
Lookout Pass into Montana, upstream along the Clark Fork,
past Missoula and its clocktower at twilight, ducking into
Hellgate Canyon and rising into the mile high city of Butte
around midnight.

Streetlights etched the hill and sparkled

out over the flats, the only signs of life, as he drove up
Excelsior and arrived at his home on West Broadway.

He

parked the van pointed uphill toward the School of Mines,
cramped the wheels into the curb and set the brake.

In a

moment, the light in his mother's bedroom went off.

He
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upstairs toward bed.
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